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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document is the deliverable D2.1 HELMET User Requirements which describes High-level User
requirements for HELMET (High integrity EGNSS Layer for Multimodal Eco-friendly Transportation)
solution from viewpoint of high-accuracy and high-integrity EGNSS applications in rail (RAIL) and
automotive (AUTO) sectors, mainly focused on ERTMS and automated car driving and supported
by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Systems (UAV, UAS) from viewpoint of infrastructure inspection,
infrastructure assets monitoring, traffic management, etc.
The main HELMET objectives are: 1) to develop a cyber-secured multimodal, multi-sensor integrity
monitoring architecture based on EGNSS to introduce High Integrity Location Determination System
(LDS) for trains, automobiles and Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS/RPAS) automation with the later
aggregating the demand of IMTM (Inspection, Monitoring and Traffic Management) rail and road
assets and operations. 2) To assess the system performance by a Proof-of-Concept (PoC), and
finally 3) to draw a roadmap for exploitation and future standardization and certification of HELMET
results in terms of (a) the designed multi-modal augmentation and integrity monitoring architecture,
and (b) high integrity and accuracy OBU algorithms fully customized for land transportation (rail and
road) and aerial operations.
The high-level user requirements for HELMET solution presented in this deliverable were developed
within so-called CONOPS (Concept of Operations) activities which were performed early at the
beginning of the system lifecycle (IEC 61508, EN 50126, etc.). The purpose of the HELMET
CONOPS is to describe the operational needs, views, visions and expectations of the user’s groups
without provision of technical details on HELMET. The CONPOS is written in user language and
generally represents a set of user requirements.
HELMET CONOPS (deliverable D2.2) specifies and justifies high-level user requirements for RAIL,
AUTO and UAV user groups. It means that the high-level user requirements specified in this
deliverable (D2.1) have been extracted from already available deliverable D2.2 (CONOPS). The
HELMET CONOPS will be then used for derivation of more detailed system requirements, which will
be described and justified in the deliverable D2.3.
Derivation of requirements for AUTO and RAIL started from the conclusions of the GNSS User
Consultation Platform (UCP) organised by GSA. Most demanding operational scenarios from
viewpoint of accuracy and integrity were selected and the high-level user requirements for HELMET
solution were specified in more details and justified. Regarding the use of UAVs in land transport,
a thorough analysis of the user's requirements was carried out on the basis of a literature review.
This is because the use of UAVs is a new field where there is not too much experience in specifying
requirements, as it is e.g. on rail.
The resulting user requirements for RAIL, AUTO, UAVs are summarized in the tables for the sake of clarity.
Each request is provided with a code that begins with the letters UR (User Requirements) followed by a serial
number. It is evident from the tables that the most demanding requirements for HELMET position determination
solution are for automated car driving.
The Appendix contains some considerations and analyses regarding Protection Level of velocity and
Technical System Error for AUTO applications, which will be further utilised for system requirements
specifications in the deliverable D2.3.
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DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Acronym

ABAS
ACSF
ADS-B
AEC
AG
AGL
AIMN
AL
ALARP
ANSP
ARAIM
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ASIL
ATC
ATC/UTM
ATM
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CENELEC
CCS
CCS TSI
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CONOPS
CoP
CS-LURS
CSM
CSM-DT
CSM-RA
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DAA
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Description

Air Borne Augmentation System
Automatically Commanded Steering Functions
Automatic Dependent Surveillance—Broadcast
Airspace Encounter Category
Air-Ground
Above Ground Level
Augmentation and Integrity Monitoring Network
Alert Limit (defined by user)
As Low As Reasonably Practicable
Air Navigation Service Provider
Advanced Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitor
Air Risk Class
Automotive Safety Integrity Level
Air Traffic Control
Air Traffic Control / Unmanned Aircraft System Traffic Management
Air Traffic Management
Airborne Weather Radar
Bit Error Rate
Balise Group
Balanced Histogram Thresholding
Beyond Line-Of-Sight
Beyond Radio Line-Of-Sight
Beyond Visual Line Of Sight
Balise Transmission Module
Civil Aviation Authority
Comité Européen de Normalisation Électrotechnique
Control Command and Signalling
Control Command and Signalling Technical Specifications for
Interoperability
Wider range communication
Control and Non-Payload Communications
Concept of Operations
Codes of Practice
Certification Specification for Light Unmanned Rotorcraft Systems
Common Safety Method
Common Safety Method Design Targets
Common Safety Method for Risk evaluation and Assessment
Common Safety Targets
Detection And Avoidance
Digital Elevation Model
Driver Machine Interface
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DOP
E/E/PE
EASA
EC
ECAC
EGNOS
EGNSS
EMI
ERA
ERTMS
ESA
ETCS
EU
EVLOS
FAA
FCU
FDIR
FTA
GA
Galileo
GAMAB
GBAS
GCP
GCS
GCS/RPS
GEO
GIS
GNSS
GNSS Rx (rx)
GNSS SIS
GNSS SoL
GNSS UCP
GPS
GRC
GSA
GSM-R
HAP / HAPS
HD
HELMET
HF
HNSE
HPL
HSV
HV-AL THR
HW

Dilution of Precision
Electrical/Electronic/Programmable Electronic
European Aviation Safety Agency
European Commission
European Civil Aviation Conference
European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service, i.e. European
SBAS
European GNSS
Electro-magnetic interference
The European Union Agency for Railways
European Rail Traffic Management System
European Space Agency
European Train Control System
European Union
Extended Visual Line of Sight
Federal Aviation Administration
Flight Control Unit
Fault Detection, Isolation and Recovery
Fault tree Analysis
General Aviation
European GNSS
Globalement Au Mois Aussi Bon
Ground Based Augmentation System
Ground Control Points
Ground Control Station
Ground Control Station / Remote Pilot Stations
Geostationary Earth Orbit satellite
Geographic Information System
Global Navigation Satellite System
GNSS Receiver
GNSS Signal-in-Space
GNSS Safety of Life (service)
GNSS User Consultation Platform (organized by GSA in Prague)
Global Positioning System
Ground Risk Class
European Global Navigation Satellite Systems Agency
Global System for Mobile Communications – Railway
High-Altitude Platform(s)
High Definition
High integrity EGNSS Layer for Multimodal Eco-friendly Transportation
Human Factor
Horizontal Navigation System Error
Horizontal Protection Level
Hue Saturation Value
High Vertical Alert Limit THR
Hardware
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LDS
ICAO
I/F
IFR
ILS
IMC
IMTM
IMTM-UA/RPA

IMTM UAS/RPAS-PIT
IMU
INS
IOC
IRC
ISM
IT
ITS
ITU
JARUS
LEO
LDS
LiDAR
LOS
LV-AL THR
MEM
MOBU
MTGW
MTOM
NAVAIDS
NLOS
NP
NPA
OBU
OPS
OSO
PE
PF
PL
PoC
PoF
PPP
PVT
RAC

Location Determination System
International Civil Aviation Organization
Interface
Instrument Flight Rules
Integrated Logistic Support
Instrumental Meteorological Conditions
Inspection, Monitoring and Traffic Management
Inspection, Monitoring and Traffic Management + Unmanned Aircraft/
Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Inspection, Monitoring and Traffic Management + Unmanned Aircraft
System / Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems. In this PIT station the
UA/RPA can land and refuel batteries based for instance on a noncontact equipment.
Inertial Measurement Unit
Inertial Navigation System
Intelligent Orientation Control
Inter RPAS Communication
Integrity Support Messages
Information Technology
Information Transportation System
International Telecommunication Union
Joint Authorities on Rulemaking for Unmanned Systems
Low Earth Orbit Satellite
Location Determination System
Light Detection and Ranging
Line of Sight
Low Vertical Alert Limit THR
Minimum Endogenous Mortality
Multi-sensor On-Board Unit platform
Maximum Take-off Gross Weight
Maximum Take-off Mass
Navigational Aids
Non-line-of-sight reception
No Power
Non-Precision Approach
On-Board Unit
Operational
Operational Safety Objectives
Position Error
Probability of Failure (average) per 1 hour
Protection Level
Proof-of-Concept
Probability of Fatality
Precise Point Positioning
Position, Velocity, Time
Risk Acceptance Criteria
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RAIM
RAM
RAMS
RBC
RC
RCC
RCP
RF
RHINOS
RLOS
RLP
RP
RPA
RPAS
RPS
RS
RTCA
RTH
RTK
SAIL
S&A
SAR
SAT
SBAS
SDR
SESAR
SORA
STK
SW
SIL
SDC
SOM
TFR
THR
TIR
TLC
TMPR
TOW
TS
TSI
TSO
TTA
UA
UA/ RPA
UAS

Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitor
Reliability, Availability, Maintainability
Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety
Radio Block Centre
Remote Control
Regulatory Cooperation Council
Required Communications Performance
Radio Frequency
Railway High Integrity Navigation Overlay System – H2020 project
Radio Line-Of-Sight
Required Link Performance
Remote Pilot
Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems
Remote Pilot Stations
Reference Station network
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics
Return-to-Home
Real Time Kinematics
Specific Assurance and Integrity Levels
Sense and Avoid
Search and Rescue
Satellite
Satellite Based Augmentation System: e.g. : EGNOS, WAAS, MSAT,
SDCM, GAGAN
Software-Defined Radio
Single European Sky ATM Research
Specific Operational Risk Assessment
Satellite Tool Kit
Software
Safety Integrity Level
Self-Driving Car
Start of Mission
Traffic Fatality Rate
Tolerable Hazard Rate
Target Individual Risk
Telecommunications
Tactical Mitigation Performance Requirements
Take off Weight
Track Spacing
Technical Specifications for Interoperability
Technical Standard Order
Time-To-Alert
Unmanned Aircraft
Unmanned Aircraft/ Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Unmanned Aircraft System
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UAS/RPAS
UAS/RPAS-PIT
UAV
UAV/RPAS
UIC
UCP
VB
VBN
VBR
VBTM
VCM (VMC)
VLOS
UTM
VFR
VHF
VHL
VLL
VTOL

Unmanned Aircraft System / Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems
Unmanned Aerial System/Remotely Piloted Aerial System-PIT
Station(s). In this PIT station the UA/RPA can land and refuel batteries
based for instance on a non-contact equipment.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle / Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems
Union Internationale des Chemins de fer (International Union of
Railways)
User Consultation Platform
Virtual Balise
Visual Based Navigation
Virtual Balise Reader
Virtual Balise Transmission Module
Visual Meteorological Conditions
Visual Line Of Sight
Unmanned Aircraft System Traffic Management; UAV Traffic
Management
Visual Flight Rules
Very High Frequency
Very High Level flights
Very Low Level
Vertical Take-Off and Landing
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The aim of HELMET project from the user point of view and WP 2
SOLUTION
The HELMET project aims to define a multi-modal Augmentation and Integrity Monitoring Network
(AIMN) suitable for Rail, Automotive and UAS/RPAS-PIT (a segment which is also dedicated to
Inspection, Monitoring and Traffic Management (IMTM) for both rail and automotive field operations)
applications by exploiting the current-stage SBAS infrastructures (in particular EGNOS)
complemented with local networks, as well as the new features brought by Galileo, and state of the
art carrier phase technologies. In particular, the UAS/RPAS-PIT (Unmanned Aerial
System/Remotely Piloted Aerial System-PIT Station(s) Segment is a highly integrated system per
se and it is served by the HELMET Architecture as the Rail and Automotive Segments do while is
autonomously providing for dedicated to Rail and Automotive Assets IMTM services.
The main HELMET objectives are: 1) to develop a cyber-secured multimodal, multi-sensor integrity
monitoring architecture based on EGNSS to introduce High Integrity Location Determination System
(LDS) for trains, automobiles and Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS/RPAS) automation with the later
aggregating the demand of IMTM rail and road assets and operations. 2) To assess the system
performance by a Proof-of-Concept (PoC), and finally 3) to draw a roadmap for exploitation and
future standardization and certification of HELMET results in terms of (a) the designed multi-modal
augmentation and integrity monitoring architecture, and (b) high integrity and accuracy OBU
algorithms fully customized for land transportation (rail and road) and aerial operations.
The Augmentation and Integrity Monitoring Network (AIMN) plays a strategic role. The ambition is to
significantly improve the performance of SBAS without changing its core architecture, thus offering
to service providers an economical means to satisfy the growing demand of land mobile and aerial
operations users. The high-level multi-modal AIMN concept is depicted in Fig 1(a), (b) and (c) below.

1(a)
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1(b)

1(c)
Figure 1. Multimodal AIMNP Concept in HELMET Solution for Rail, Automotive and UAS/RPAS
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The first phase of HELMET (WP2) is devoted to define the user requirements for road, rail and UASPIT segments (supporting also in terms of IMTM the first two segments) applications and system
requirements (including multimodal AIMN and Multi-sensor On-Board Unit platform, i.e. MOBU). This
activity will firstly identify the user requirements and the operational use cases in cooperation with
the rail, road and UAS/RPAS-PIT Stations stakeholders. After that, the system requirements
(functional, performance, security and RAMS (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, and Safety))
and their harmonisation will be defined, and they will be the drivers for the architecture design (WP3),
including both AIMN and MOBU platform (in particular focusing on data integration and multi-sensor
Fault Detection and Exclusion algorithms).
The HELMET results achieved within WP2 solution will be included in following three deliverables:
1) D2.2 HELMET CONOPS – i.e. Concept of Operations, 2) D2.1 User Requirements Specifications,
and 3) System Requirements Specifications.
In this D2.1 deliverable the High-level User Requirements for HELMET solution are extracted from
the deliverable D2.2 CONOPS.

2. HIGH-LEVEL USER REQUIREMENTS FOR
HELMET SOLUTION

2.1 RAIL: THE LATEST SET OF HIGH-LEVEL GNSS USER
REQUIREMENTS
European and North American railways have (in contrast to automotive industry) a long-term
experience regarding user requirements specification for GNSS-based applications in railway
sector. In Europe these activities started within the first international R&D projects in this field
such as APOLO, RUNE, INTEGRAIL, ECORAIL, etc. It was in 1990’s and early in the first decade
of the 21st century.
In the period 1999-2000 the GNSS Rail Advisory Forum (in Brussels) specified the first set of
widely acceptable user requirements for railway GNSS-based application in Europe. Such
activities were continuing within the UIC Galileo Applications for Rail Working Group (2005-2011)
and other research projects and activities such as GRAIL, SUGAST, ERSAT programme, etc. In
the United States similar activities started approximately in the same period and were related to
the Positive Train Control / Positive Train Separation programme.
The latest set of high-level GNSS rail user requirements specified in Table 1 [1].
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Table 1. Rail GNSS User Requirements [1].
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These user requirements were specified after numerous discussions of rail community within User
Consultation Platform (UCP) organised by the European GNSS Agency in the period 2017-2018.
The requirements were updated in 2019.
The most demanding requirements in Table 1 regarding accuracy and safety integrity have been
selected as a starting point for definition of the most relevant operational scenarios and further
refinement of the GNSS UCP requirements for rail.
These most relevant high-accuracy and high-integrity railway operational scenarios for HELMET are
following:
•
•
•

Track identification,
Odometer calibration, and
Cold movement detection

These rail operational scenarios are described in more details in sections below in this document
and the relevant user requirements are refined and justified. In addition, a guarantee of accuracy of
speed measurement is also required.
Note: The rail sector has 1) a long-term experience with specification of user safety requirements for
railway safety applications and definition of risk acceptance principles/ criteria by society (contained
e.g. in CENELEC standards, EU safety regulations, ERTMS Technical Specifications for
Interoperability, etc.) and 2) also very good knowledge regarding specification of detailed system
safety requirements for railway safety-related systems. For example it is known the ERTMS/ETCS
shall be compliant with THR of 2e-9/hour/ train ( SIL 4). It is the reason why it is not necessary in
this document to hark back to rail high-level user safety requirements on which bases rail system
safety requirements (e.g. for ERTMS/ETCS) have been specified.
However, different situation is in the field of automated car driving where such widely acceptable
user safety requirements are still missing. It is the reason why specification of high-level user safety
requirements must naturally start from safety requirements for self-driving cars (SDCs) demanded
by society. It is described in next section. Synergies with rail regarding risk harmonisation and
specification of high-level user safety requirements for SDCs are utilised.

2.2 AUTO: HIGH LEVEL USER REQUIREMENTS FOR SELF-DRIVING
CARS (SDCs)

2.2.1 Societal safety requirements for SDCs
At present many cars have already implemented some kinds of driver assistance functions and the
race between automotive companies globally is heading towards fully self-driving cars (SDCs).
Safety becomes out of doubt a fundamental issue in this development.
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A risk acceptance criterion, which is a measure of the widely acceptable safety, represents a critical
attribute reflecting a consumer trust in SDCs. It enables to estimate whether and when the driverless
vehicles will be mass-produced and put into operations. How much safe should driverless vehicles
be to be accepted by society? Respondents of one latest survey [2] expect that self-driving vehicles
should be four to five times safer than human driven vehicles. It also implies that the responders
expect the global road traffic fatality risk (TFR) should be reduced by about 2 orders (see Fig. 2) [2].
The current world TFR is estimated as 17.4 fatalities per 100,000 population and year (~ 10,000
hours). It implies that the responders also assume that the acceptable risk associated with a
driverless car should approximately correspond to the safety level currently guaranteed on railway
or in civil aviation [2].

Figure 2. Road traffic fatality rates (TFRs) per 100 000 population and year according to regions [3]

Note: TFR as measure of safety risk is not defined per car occupant but generally per population
and year in a given region.
But safety is not for free. Designing the required high safety levels into a technical system usually
requires a lot of effort and great amount of financial resources. It is even more complicated in case
of SDCs where one can anticipate millions and millions of different operational situations which
cannot be sufficiently tested during a reasonable period of time to provide convincing evidence that
the required safety of a self-driving car has been met. Therefore, it is necessary to look into other
land transport sectors for which also high safety integrity systems were developed and where have
been safely operated, and search for the experience right there.
Railway traditionally belongs to a regulated and very safe transport sector [3]. From the very
beginning railway safety is based on conservative principles and worst-case approach. The worstcase approach considers many scenarios and assumptions that are unlikely to occur simultaneously.
Excepting safety, a great attention is also paid to efficiency of railway operations. Railway technical
systems shall be safe enough but shall be not safer than actually required, otherwise they would be
more expensive and no one would use them.
The European Railway Traffic Management System (ERTMS) is a standardised commanded and
control system conceived to intervene in case of driver’s errors by supervising the maximum allowed
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speed and stopping position of the train. ERTMS is in operation by more than 20 years and it ensures
the highest safety level ever achieved in the transport sector – it is compliant with a Tolerable Hazard
Rate (THR) of 10-9/h/train. ERTMS is also already considered a world-wide signalling standard,
because after Europe it has become successful in Asia – mainly in China, Turkey, Taiwan and South
Korea. Furthermore, the technical interoperability was a key driver for ERTMS [4] to allow trains to
use equipment of different manufactures operated in railway command systems provided by other
suppliers. Harmonised safety requirements for baseline ERTMS with track balises have been
specified in CCS TSI (Control Command Signalling Technical Specifications for Interoperability) and
related subsets. Safety requirements for ERTMS virtual balise detected by GNSS have been
specified in the same way. It means that in case of ERTMS it was not necessary to start with
derivation od safety requirements for GNSS and related Virtual Balise Reader (VBR) from the
socially acceptable risk. It is because of a long-term experience of railways with operations of safetyrelated systems. The previous expertise concerning specification of system safety requirements for
ERTMS significantly contributed to the simplified derivation of safety requirements for the virtual
balise including GNSS. Harmonised safety requirement for GNSS position determination have been
specified for ERTMS in Europe.
However, such approach cannot be repeated in case of determination of safety requirements for
self-driving cars due to lack of sufficient experience with safety management process in this field.
Here, it is necessary to start with requirements determination from scratch. After that the railway
experience regarding risk harmonization could be utilized.

2.2.2 Harmonization of risk and safety requirements for SDCs
Safety risk of future automated car driving systems consisting of a vehicle on-board unit with
automated steering functions and cooperating with a way-side infrastructure has to be appropriately
measured, controlled and evaluated. While the society more or less accepts mortality figures caused
by existing cars with no or limited grade of automated steering, there is likely to be almost zero
tolerance for any fatal accidents due to a potential technical failure of Automatically Commanded
Steering Functions (ACSF). If the above mentioned global road TFR value should be reduced by 2
orders on the basis of the survey results and expressed per 1 hour, then it corresponds to TFRreduced
= 0.17x10-9/ h. One of risk acceptance criteria that is called MEM (Minimum Endogenous Mortality)
and which has been used for railway safety evaluation, assumes that no single technical system
should contribute more than 1x10-5 fatality/ year, i.e. 1x10-9/ h [5]. In some cases a magnitude of
Target Individual Risk (TIR) of fatality, which can be used for railway Tolerable Hazard Rate (THR)
determination, is conservatively set less than 1x10-9/ h - e.g. 1x10-10/ h [6], [7]. It is also sometimes
justified by the assumption that 10% of the total risk (1x10-9/ h) is allocated to railway signalling, or
an additional safety factor of 10 is added to TIR [7]. It independently confirms the fact presented in
previous section that the socially acceptable safety level of future driverless cars estimated in [2]
should be approximately at the same (high) level as it common on railway.
There are currently not available widely acceptable Risk Acceptance Criteria (RAC), which could be
used for safety evaluation and assessment of cars with automated driving on the transportation
system level. There is not even any consensus among automated car makers regarding target safety
system requirements (design targets), which could be used e.g. for comparison of automated driving
systems from view point of safety or for regulation purposes by public authorities. This situation is
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completely different in the field of railway systems where safety requirements for these systems are
well specified, justified and harmonised.
The European railways already use the concept of Common Safety Targets (CST) [8], which means
in fact the minimum safety levels that are to be reached by the railway system as a whole. CSTs are
hence more generic and they do not relate to the technical system only. Excepting this, it is also
recommended to railways to use so called Common Safety Method Design Targets (CSM-DT) [9][10] that are in fact harmonised quantitative safety requirements for railway safety systems if a so
called explicit risk estimation should be performed – i.e. when a long-term experience with safety
system is missing. CSM-DT well correspond to the current European safety levels and approaches
to the qualitative risk assessment on railways. These railway safety levels are similar to the
corresponding safety levels in aviation. It seems that the introduction of a similar safety measures
for automated driving would not only to help to simplify specification of reasonable (and widely
acceptable) safety requirements for SDCs, but also their certification and approval process of SDCs.

2.2.3 High-level user requirement for SDCs
Table 2 contains a set of safety measures used for comparison of different means of travel used for
derivation for safety requirements for SDCs [11]. It is based on UK data in the period 1990-2000. It
is possible to find more recent risk statistics for different modes of travel evidencing transport safety
improvement during last 2 decades, especially in more developed countries. Nevertheless it is also
clear from recent German statistical accident data [12] that fatality risk in automobile is 75 times
higher than in train (car: 2.26 fatality/ 1e9 person-km vs. train: 0.03 fatality /1e9 person-km) and
injury risk in car is 127 times higher than fatality risk in train (car: 248.33 injuries/ 1e9 person-km vs.
train: 1.96 injuries/ 1e9 person-km). There are also differences in railway safety according depending
on regions. For example railway fatality risk for the EU-27 (2007-2012) was half of the railway fatality
risk in USA [13].
In this report it is intended to start with derivation of safety requirements for SDCs from “average”
values of safety measures, similarly as the world “average” road Traffic Fatality Rate is used as a
measure of road safety.
As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the conclusion of the public survey [2] is that responders would like
to have SDCs as safe as trains or airplanes. Therefore, the safety performance of travel by rail or
airplane (3e-8/ hr) is taken as a starting point for derivation of safety requirements for self-driving
cars. The corresponding average speed of airplane and train converting fatality risk per km to safety
risk per 1 hour is 600 km/ hr and 50 km/hr, respectively – see Table 2. An average speed of car is
42 km/ hr according to Table 2.
Table 2. Fatality risk of various forms of travel [11]
Fatalities per billion:
Air
Bicycle
Bus
Car
Foot
Motorcycle
Rail
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Journeys
117
170
4.3
40
40
1,640
20

Hours
30.8
550
11.1
130
220
4,840
30
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Kilometres
.05
44.6
.4
3.1
54.2
108.9
.6
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Van
Water

20
90

60
50

1.2
2.6

Automotive GNSS applications are classified according to conclusions of GNSS‘ User Consultation
Platform [14] into following groups:
•
•
•
•

Safety critical applications;
Payment critical applications;
Regulatory critical applications, and
Smart mobility.

2.2.4 High-level road user performance requirements
The latest set of high-level road user performance parameters for GNSS-based positioning is shown
Table 3 [14].
These user requirements were specified after numerous discussions of rail community within User
Consultation Platform organised by the European GNSS Agency in the period 2017-2018. The
requirements were updated in 2019.

Table 3. Performance parameters of car position determination GNSS based [14]
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The most demanding requirements in Table 3 regarding accuracy and safety integrity have been
selected as a starting point for definition of the most relevant operational scenarios and further
refinement of the GNSS UCP requirements for automotive applications.
These most relevant high-accuracy and high-integrity railway operational scenarios for HELMET are
following:
•
•

Safety critical – automated driving, and
Safety critical – traffic and safety warning

It is evident from Table 3 that the highest positioning accuracy < 20 cm horizontally, and < 2 m
vertically is required by users for automated car driving applications, while horizonal accuracy < 3 m
( or < 1 m horizontally for advanced applications) is required for traffic and safety warning. In
addition, a guarantee of accuracy of speed measurement is also required. Since requirements for
automated driving are most demanding from the road user point of view , this application is further
described in more details below and the relevant user requirements are refined and justified.

2.3 UAV/RPAS-PIT SEGMENT: HIGH LEVEL USER REQUIREMENTS FOR
AERIAL IMTM SERVICES
2.3.1 Societal Safety Requirements for UAV/RPAS Inserted in ECAC’s Airspace
EU citizens are impacted by risks related to UAS/RPAS operations, either as clients of UAS/RPAS
services or UAS/RPAS users for private purposes. UAS/RPAS could support innovative services with a
high business potential; however, they pose a safety, security, and privacy risk. On request by the
European Commission, Member States and other stakeholders, EASA has developed proposals for an
operation centric,proportionate,
risk- and performance-based
regulatory framework for all
unmanned
aircraft
(UA)
establishing three categories
with
different
safety
requirements, proportionate to
the risk, namely:
1) “Open” (low risk) is an UAV
operation
category
that,
considering the risks involved,
does not require a prior
authorization by the competent
authority before the operation
takes place;
2) ‘Specific’ (medium risk) is an
UAV operation category that,
considering the risks involved, requires an authorization by the competent authority before the operation
takes place and takes into account the mitigation measures identified in an operational risk assessment,
except for certain standard scenarios where a declaration by the operator is sufficient;
3) ‘Certified’ (high risk) is an UAV operation category that, considering the risks involved, requires the
certification of the UAS, a licensed remote pilot and an operator approved by the competent
authority, in order to ensure an appropriate level of safety.
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The Table 4 below summarizes the current EASA’s Concept of operations for UAV/RPAS. The Current
Regulatory Frame Requirements of EASA (EU State Members Civil Aviation Regulatory Institutions) and
Operational Limitations for small UAV/RPAS to up 25kg TOW.
Table 4. Overview of the EASA of some EU Member States’ Regulations on UAV/RPAS up to 25kg TOW
(Reference EASA A-NPA 2015-10).

Member
State
AT

UAV/RPAS Categories

Categories of Permitted Operations
Visual Line of Sight (VLOS) only

DK

Below 5 kg maximum take-off weight
(MTOM) Between 5–25 kg
Below 7 kg MTOM Between 7–25 k

FR

Below 2 kg MTOM Between 2–25 kg

DE

Below 5 kg MTOM: Federal State
Above 5 kg: federal competence
2 main categories: below/above 25 kg

ES

IT
SE

UK16

2 main categories: below/above 25 kg
CAA may provide simplified
procedures for UAV < 2 kg
Below 1.5 kg MTOM or <150 joule
Between 1.5 and 7 kg
or < 1 000 joule
Between 7–150 kg
Below 20 kg MTOM excl. fuel/incl.
battery
Between 20–150 kg

VLOS only < 100 m above ground level (AGL)

Area Allowed to be
Overflown
Undeveloped, Unpopulated,
Populated, Densely populated
150 m from road and buildings;
never over densely built areas

S1 = VLOS < 100 m distance from remote pilot
S2 = VLOS, within 1 000 m distance from remote
pilot; maximum altitude < 50 m AGL
S3 = VLOS, within 100 m distance from remote pilot
S4 = observations — 150 m AGL
VLOS only, < 100 m AGL

S1 = unpopulated area
S2 = unpopulated area
S3 = populated area
S4 = unpopulated area

< 2 kg: beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) & AGL <
120 m
< 25 kg VLOS 500 m and AGL < 120 m
> 25 kg: subject to the limits imposed
by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA)
‘V70’: 70 m (230 ft) max AGL and 200 m radius
‘V150’: 150 m (500 ft) AGL and 500 m radius

< 2 kg: only away from inhabited
places
< 25 kg: only away
from inhabited places
> 25 kg: specific conditions
At least 150 m from congested
areas and at least 50 m from
persons and property
Distance
drone/persons and
property: > 50 m

S1 = VLOS, below 1.5 kg
S2 = VLOS, 1.5 and 7 kg
S3 = VLOS, > 7 kg
S4 = beyond line of sight (BLOS) Always < 120 m
AGL
Max speed: 70 kt; 400 ft AGL < 500 m distance from
remote pilot

> 150 m from buildings
> 100 m from people

Maximum Take-off Mass (MTOM)/energy threshold requirements are one of the criteria for the subcategorization of UAS/RPAS in the Open Category and impact the Societal Safety and thus the
acceptance of these systems while Categories “Specific” and “Certified” require specific approvals and/or
certification by the Civil Aviation Authorities. These criteria are used together with others in order to define
sub-categories of operations and UAS classes. The rationale behind the masses and energy thresholds
defined with regard to the risk posed by blunt-trauma injury (non-penetrating injury) inflicted on people
by a UAS. Penetrating injuries should be prevented by a UAS/RPAS design that does not expose
uninvolved persons to the risk of injury inflicted by acuminated parts or cutting edges, for example, blade
protection. But this aspect is not addressed in more detail in this document.
Referring to the Table 5 below, Subcategory A1, Class C0 can be operated by minors, without any
training required. Occasionally, UAS/RPAS might fly over assemblies of people. In view of the above, a
UAS of this Subcategory and Class must be intrinsically unable to harm people in case it collides with
people due to remote pilot error or UA failure. The 250-g MTOM threshold is proposed as a conservative
mass to prevent significant blunt trauma. This threshold is justified by the following:
a) It has been adopted for the smallest proposed category by the FAA Micro ARC of the March 2016,
aimed at making a recommendation for a future FAA rule for UA/RPA allowed to fly over people.
b) It is the MTOM threshold identified by the FAA registration task force: UA with an MTOM of less than
250 g are not registered. To identify this MTOM, the risk equation was applied.
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c) Considering RCC studies-based estimates, it has been shown that a kinetic energy of 44 J impacting
a human body, averaged on the body of a person standing, would result in a probability of fatality
(PoF) of 1%. From a linearization of the relationship between MTOM and terminal kinetic energy,
valid for small rotorcraft, this equates to about 250 g. There is some evidence that RCC studies are
overly conservative if applied to UAS collisions with people, however, given the scope of this
Subcategory and Class, it is preferred to retain a very conservative value.

Referring to Table 5 again to Subcategory A1, Class C1 then in this case, a minimum age and a minimum
level of knowledge would be required for operating the UA/RPA, and flying over crowds, even occasionally,
would be prohibited; it would be allowed to fly the UA/RPA only over isolated people and at a safe distance.
A kinetic-energy value was calculated based on experiments that better resemble the possible UAS/RPAS
impact on a person. The impact scenario considered is that of a multi-rotor UA/RPA falling from the
maximum allowed altitude and reaching a person’s head at a 45 ° angle with respect to the vertical. Among
available data from literature, it is proposed to consider the Gurdjian experiments with real embalmed
human heads being dropped from a certain height on a solid, not moving plate. 17 specimens were
impacted on the anterior parietal zone, 10 on the posterior parietal zone. The frontal zone is not considered
as people would normally spot a UAS approaching, with their frontal zone facing the UAS, and would either
shift or cover themselves with their hands. Temporal data are not available.
Table 5. MTOM/Energy Threshold Requirements for UAS “Open” Category Sub-classes (Source EASA A-NPA 2015-10)

From the reported terminal speeds, when the initial fracture was recorded, as well as from the weight of
the specimens, it is possible to derive the kinetic energy at impact and take the overall average. The result
is about 80J. A Monash University paper refers to computer simulation of head impacts on a flat rigid
structure, yielding energy values between 80 and 95J, to start seeing skull fractures. This information
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seems to conservatively confirm the 80J identified through the Gurdjian experiments. Other fracture
experiments are also available in literature, where pressure was applied to various parts of the skull.
In some cases, recorded data include peak forces and accelerations, but the skulls seem to have been
compressed on relatively smaller areas. It is believed that between the two kinds of experiments, those
involving collision with a flat surface have a better resemblance with the blunt trauma resulting from a
possible UAS/RPAS impact. In the Gurdjian experiments, the energy is fully transferred to the head as
there is no deformation or movement of the surface impacted. In conclusion, the value of 80J is retained
as the threshold kinetic energy that the head of the average person would be able to absorb without the
skull being fractured. It is difficult to associate a PoF with this threshold, but there are reasons to consider
the above estimate as conservative:
a) the experiments with the skull specimens included several impacts before fracture; as a
consequence, it may be assumed that the skulls could have been weakened before reaching the
rupture threshold;
b) a living person’s head should be more resistant than the embalmed heads used in the experiments;
and
c) the rupture of the skull does not necessarily lead to a fatality (although it would certainly be a major
trauma).
This substantiates the 80J threshold value of absorbed kinetic energy as an acceptable one for Class C1.
In a collision with a UA/RPA, only a fraction of the UA/RPA kinetic energy would be transferred to the
head. As described further, the kinetic energy absorbed in average by a human head hit by a UA in free
fall is estimated to be 46.5 % of the terminal kinetic energy of the UA/RPA, expressed as half of the aircraft
MTOM multiplied by the square of its terminal velocity (reaching ground). This fractional value may have
been conservatively calculated, and, given the uncertainties of collision dynamics, other assumptions may
be possible. A terminal kinetic energy under 80/0.465 = 172J for the UA/RPA would be therefore allowed.
Using a linear approximate relationship between terminal kinetic energy and MTOM (about 48J for every
250 g of MTOM of relatively small multi-copter currently available on the market), the 172J threshold
equates to an MTOM of approximately 900 g. In conclusion, an MTOM of 900 g can be considered as a
good threshold to allow a Class C1 UA/RPA to be flown over isolated people. UAS/RPAS with a greater
MTOM could also qualify if the manufacturer demonstrates that the kinetic energy transmitted to the head
would be less than 80J.
Note: on 28 April 2017, the final report of the FAA UAS Center of Excellence Task A4 ‘UAS Ground Collision Severity
Evaluation’ was published. This very detailed and rich in information report will be analysed by EASA during the
public-consultation period of this NPA, to assess potential implications for the thresholds established above.
Considerations on the kinetic energy transferred to a human head during a collision with a vertically falling multicopter. The most common mass-produced multi-copter UA on the market, with an MTOM between 250 g and 2 kg,
is the Phantom DJI. Its dimensions are approximately the ones provided in the following picture:

Figure 3. Common Mass-Produced Multi-copter UA/RPA

Herein are provided some considerations on the kinetic energy transferred to a human head during a
collision with a vertically falling multi-copter.The most common mass-produced multi-copter UA/RPA, with
an MTOM between 250 g and 2 kg, is the Phantom DJI. Its dimensions are approximately the ones
provided in Figure 3 above.
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In general, it is assumed that if the UA/RPA hits a person’s head with one of its arms, the UA would rotate
away and a relatively small fraction (F1) of the impacting kinetic energy would be transferred during the
impact. The fraction would be much higher (F2) if the collision would occur at the centre of or within the
square area of the 145mm side in the example above. The following is an evaluation of those values (F1
and F2): For value F1 and based on information presented during EASA expert meetings on the subject
of small UA/RPA and energy balances that could be considered during a collision, as well as on
engineering judgment, it is considered that by hitting exactly in the centre, the UA/PRA would partially
bend or be destroyed, absorbing in the process about 7 % of the impacting kinetic energy: Kinetic energy
transferred = 0.93 x impacting kinetic energy As for value F2, if the UA/RPA would hit the head with its
terminal part of the arm (tip), the transferred kinetic energy would tend to zero as the UA/RPA would most
likely rotate away. In order to simplify those two scenarios, a linear behaviour of the kinetic energy
transferred to the person’s head between the following two extremes is assumed:
a) impact at the centre: 0.93 x impacting kinetic energy; and
b) impact at the tip: 0.
The average would therefore be (0.93 x impacting kinetic energy + 0)/2 = 0.465 x impacting kinetic energy.
The impacting kinetic energy of a UAS/RPAS in free fall can be conservatively considered to be its terminal
kinetic energy. In conclusion, according to the above estimates, it is considered that the kinetic energy of
a UA/RPA in free fall transmitted to a person’s head would be in average 46.5 % of the UA terminal kinetic
energy.

2.3.2 User High Level Risk and Safety Requirements for UAS/RPAS
2.3.2.1 Risk for Safety Assessment Methodology Overview
A detailed Risk Assessment for Safety shall take into account the UAS/RPAS operational complexity
factors, including the size of the aircraft, location, altitudes, airspace classification and complexity of the
operation, day/night operations and mitigations that may be imposed. In general the Risk for Safety
requirements are related to the following items:
a) UA size and physical characteristics (mass and materials) could influence the likelihood that the
aircraft may injure people, damage property or damage another aircraft
b) Proximity to aerodromes or restricted/segregated airspace could increase the likelihood of a collision
with other airspace users
c) Operations in populated or congested areas could increase the likelihood of injury to persons and
loss of control due to frequency interference, loss of GNSS signal or other factors
d) Operating altitudes and/or airspace classification could influence the likelihood of a collision with
other airspace users
e) Complex pilot tasks or complex operating environments could also increase the likelihood of an
incident or accident
Table 6 provides the safety objectives to maintain safe flight and landing of various UA/RPA categories
Table 6. Derived Safety Objectives to Maintain Safe Flight and Landing
Example
Aircraft
Type
Manned
CS-23 class I
RPAS
CS-23 class I
CL II
CS-LURS
CL II

RPAS
Complexity
Level

Accident
Rate
(pfh)

N/A

1x10-4

1x10-5

10 (10-1)

Probability of a
Catastrophic
Failure Condition
(pfh)
1x10-6

CL I

1x10-4

1x10-5

10 (10-1)

1x10-6

1x10-4
CL I
1x10-4

1x10-5
1x10-4
1x10-5

100 (10-2)
1x10-5
100 (10-2)

1x10-7
10 (10-1)
1x10

1x10-6
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2.3.2.2 Airspace Specific Operational Risk Assessment (SORA)
The Joint Authorities on Rulemaking for Unmanned Systems (JARUS) has developed guidelines on
performing a Specific Operational Risk Assessment (SORA) [JARUS, 2017]. EASA has adopted the final
version of the SORA, which is available since early 2019, as an Acceptable Means of Compliance for the
risk assessment required from operators in the Specific category. UAS can pose a serious safety and
security threat. There is a real need to ensure that they only fly in areas of airspace and in certain
conditions in a way that will ensure the safety, security, privacy of people, property and state apparatus
to the greatest extent possible. The environmental impact should also be minimised. SORA provides a
method for minimising this: especially those aspects that concern the safety of people or of property
through assessments of ground risks and air risks. SORA looks at these risks from the operator’s
perspective. It proposes a means of evaluating risks and mitigations to enable an authority to authorise
a given operation. It analyses whether the operator has ensured all that is required to conduct a safe
flight, i.e. it deals with the pilot, the aircraft, the airspace, and people and infrastructure on the ground.

Figure 4. Schematic Representation of the SORA Concept (Source: EUROCONTROL)

The SORA concept is based around the idea of the “hazard” that a UAS operation could become “out
of control”, which the guidelines consider in its widest sense of its being conducted outside of its
approved conditions. It looks at the “threats” that could cause this loss of control and the impacts (or
“harms” as it calls them) that it could have. The risks of these “harms” occurring are divided into
ground risk and air risk. SORA enables the operator to specify the barriers and mitigations to these
threats and impacts that have been put in place to minimise these risks. This is shown in Figure 4.
For the ground risk, ground risk classes are assigned and barriers that can mitigate the death and
destruction on the ground are identified. The final lethality of the ground risk can then be determined.
If the operation in question is BVLOS over a populated area with a UA of 3m or more, or VLOS over a
populated area with a UA of 8m or more, the ground risk is so great that the SORA is not an appropriate
tool for ensuring safety. Similarly, the perceived level of air risk – the risk of a mid-air collision - is
incorporated though an Airspace Encounter Category (AEC) for a given region of airspace. The SORA
method assigns an Air Risk Class (ARC) ranging from 1 (low risk) to 4 (high risk) to these AECs – see
Table 7– based on three factors: the rate of proximity, dependent on the number of aircraft assumed to
be in the airspace; the geometry of the aircraft, use of specific routes etc., in the airspace; dynamics, or
how fast aircraft travel in the airspace. Measures can be proposed to reduce these impacts.
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Table 7. Airspace Encounter Categories and Air-Risk Classes (Source: EUROCONTROL)

Once the ground and air risks and their mitigations have been determined, the mitigation of, or
barriers to, the various threats that could cause the loss of control can be analysed. Finally, the safety
of the operation can be confirmed. It is clear that an airspace assessment is necessary for evaluation
both air and ground risks – which regions are above large populations, which are in proximity of vital
infrastructure etc. Such an assessment will also provide the operator with additional barriers to the
impacts that they need for the flight to be authorised by enabling a flight to be planned to avoid areas of
high impact where possible. These airspace assessments can also be a major factor in reducing the
threats of an out-of-control flight by an operator to keep the UA clear of areas of electromagnetic
interference etc.
For the purposes of the HELMET Project, the standard methodology to derive UAS/RPAS Risk for
Safety parameters to be used detailed assessment of Risks shall be in accordance with JARUS
guidelines on SORA Package, Related Annexures and JARUS-STS-01, JAR-DEL-WG6 -D.04 Edition
No. 1.1, 11 November 2019 and JARUS guidelines on SORA JARUS-STS-02, JAR-DEL-WG6 -D.04
Edition No.1, 25 September 2019.
The SORA methodology (see Fig. 5) is intended to cover UAS/RPAS operations for performed in the
Specific category (category B) with the following main attributes:
a) unmanned aircraft with a maximum characteristic dimension (e.g. wingspan or rotor
diameter/area) up to 3 m and a typical kinetic energy up to 34 kJ,
b) operated beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) of the remote pilot, over sparsely populated areas,
c) In airspace reserved for the operation, either danger area or restricted area appropriate for
unmanned aircraft operations.
d) under 150m (500 ft) above the overflown surface (or any other altitude reference defined by the
state), (JARUS-STS-02) and
e) in uncontrolled airspace (JARUS-STS-02)
The above attributes are in line with the HELMET Project small UAS/RPAS (EASA Specific and Certified
Categories) for BVLOS operations for IMTM services to Rail and Automotive in Extra-Urban
environments.
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Figure 5. Graphical Representation of SORA Semantic Model

2.3.2.2.1 Overview of the Required Specific Operations Risk Assessment (SORA)
There are several different types of environment to be taken into account when performing an airspace
risk for safety assessment with SORA (Fig. 5):
1) Ground Risk
a) Population Risks: Those are risks which in general are related to permanently and/or cyclic
populated areas (cycle < 1 day), Dense areas (city centre streets, etc.), Sensitive areas (schools,
hospitals, etc.), Occasional and/or seasonal events (concerts, stadiums, etc.)
b) Security Risks: Those are risks which in general are related to areas with military installations
and/or facilities (airbases, shooting ranges, etc.), government off limits facilities, law enforcement
areas etc.
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c) Industry Risks: Those are risks which in general are related to Permanent and/or non-permanent
industrial sites, Chemical and Nuclear sites, Laboratories, wind farm arrays, power stations,
power lines, Cranes, obstacles, buildings, etc.
d) Transport Risks: Those are risks which in general are related to Airports, aerodromes and
identified take-off and landing sites, model-flying sites, Roads and highways, Harbours, Rail, etc.
e) Environment Risks: Those are risks which in general are related to Animal Reservations
2) Air Risk: This risk is in general are related to High probability of traffic (hospitals, etc.), Seasonal or
permanent recreational activities (base jump, flying suits, kite surf, etc.), uncontrolled airports, paragliding areas, gliders, known areas for GA, Localised events (hotels water jets, geysers, etc.),
Airports, aerodromes, emergency landing areas, and identified take-off and landing sites, helipads,
model-flying sites, etc.
3) Threat Related Risk: This risk is in general are related to EMI due to Electro-magnetic wave-emitting
sites (radars, high-voltage lines, solar farms, etc.), GNSS-outage forecast areas, EMC issues, Cyber
Security issues, intentional and/or unintentional interference, etc.
In mitigating the above risks UAS/RPAS shall operate in a specific UTM system and/or operating under
specific Geo-fenced applications, as soon as they are becoming available, which are capable of
preventing UAS/RPAS from approaching restricted areas, such as airports, or on the contrary, ensuring
that they do not fly outside of a given authorised area. Such systems could be used to restrict access
to certain areas of sensitive airspace (geo-restriction) or to create “UAS/RPAS-dromes” where, for
example, novice open category users could operate without interfering with other airspace users (geocaging). Deciding which of these will apply to a given airspace zone is one of the major tasks of airspace
assessment. For the specific IMTM UAS/RPAS HELMET Operations geo-fencing and/or geo-restriction
can be imposed only partially and/or where possible.

2.3.2.2.2 Overview of the Required Specific Operations Risk Assessment
(SORA) Methodology Steps
The SORA methodology consists of ten systematic steps:
Step 1: CONOPs Description
The CONOPs contains all the relevant technical, operational, and system information needed to assess
the risk associated with the intended operation. It includes such things as the flight path, airspace, air
and ground density maps, Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP) interface, and other information
related to the intended use of the UAS.
Step 2 and Step 3: Determination of Ground Risk Class (GRC)
a) Step2: The Intrinsic Ground Risk Class (scaled from 1 to 10) is first determined, depending on the
UAS weight and physical dimensions, (with indication of typical expected kinetic energy released
upon ground) as well as the intended operation.
b) Step3: The Final Ground Risk Class (that may be higher or lower than the intrinsic Ground Risk
Class) is determined considering design aspects which may have a significant effect on the lethality
of the drone and three mitigation measures :
1. Strategic mitigations based upon ground risk buffer and overflown population density.
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2. Mitigations intended to reduce the effect of a ground impact.
3. An Emergency Response plan to address and limit the effect of an operation out of control.
Step 4 and 5: Determination of the Air Risk Class (ARC) Both the initial and the residual risk after
mitigations are applied.
a) Step 4: The initial ARC is assessed based on the airspace requested in the CONOPS. The
parameters that define the airspace class are: atypical (e.g. segregated) versus typical airspace
altitude, controlled by air traffic versus uncontrolled, airport environment versus non-airport, and
airspace over urban versus rural environments.
b) Step 5: The Residual ARC is the residual air risk after applying strategic mitigation measures. Two
types of strategic mitigations measures exist in the SORA. Air risk mitigations are either operational
restrictions (e.g. boundaries, time of operation) controlled by the UA operators or by structure of the
airspace and the associated rules controlled by the relevant authorities. Strategic mitigations are
applied before flight. Determination of ARC requires full coordination with and agreement by the
ANSP for the given operation.
Step 6: Tactical Mitigation Performance Requirement (TMPR) and Robustness Levels Tactical
mitigations are applied during the conduct of the operation, and are used to mitigate any residual
risk of a mid-air collision that may remain after the strategic mitigations have been applied.
Tactical Mitigation Performance Requirements (TMPR) address the functions of Detect, Decide,
Command, Execute and Feedback Loop for each Air Risk Class. These mitigations range from simple,
for example relying on UTM infrastructure, to more complex TSO (Technical Standard Order) DAA
equipment that addresses the risk of non-cooperative air traffic (those without transponders) and
cooperative air traffic.
Step 7: SAIL Determination A SAIL (scaled from I to VI) is then determined using the proposed
CONOPs, and the consolidation of the final GRC and residual ARC.
Step 8: Identification of Operational Safety Objectives (OSO) For the assigned SAIL, the operator
will be required to show compliance with each of the 24 OSOs, although some may be optional for lower
SAILs. Each OSO shall be met with a required Level of robustness (High, Medium or Low), depending
on the SAIL. OSOs cover the following areas:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

UAS Technical Issue
Deterioration of external systems
Human Error
Adverse environmental conditions
Integrity and Assurance Level Criteria (Low, Medium, High) for each OSO and SAIL level

Step 9: Adjacent Area/Airspace Considerations Compliance with safety requirements associated with
technical containment design features required to stay within the operational volume regardless of the
SAIL. This addresses the risk posed by an operational loss of control that would possibly infringe on
areas adjacent to the operational volume whether they be on the ground or in the air.
Step 10: Comprehensive Safety Portfolio A comprehensive Safety Portfolio is the SORA safety case
submitted to the competent authority and the ANSP prior to final authorization. The Safety Portfolio
contains the following information:
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Mitigations used to modify the intrinsic GRC
Strategic mitigations for the Initial ARC
Tactical mitigations for the Residual ARC
Adjacent Area/Airspace Considerations
Operational Safety Objectives

If compliance with the required safety objectives is not achieved for the given SAIL, additional mitigation
measures may be needed to further reduce the GRC or/and ARC or a change to the operational volume
and CONOPs may be required.
In terms of Safety, EASA has identified the following main issues which are summarised below and form
the required basis for UAS/RPAS Safety assessment for the IMTM in Rail and Automotive applications
within the HELMET Concept of Services:
a) Detection, Recognition and Recovery of Deviation from Normal Operations. The first
Safety Issue, that was found most frequently in terms of accidents is related to the Key Risk Area
of Aircraft Upset. It specifically relates to the operators’ ability to recognise and recover from
abnormal aircraft attitudes.
b) UAS/RPAS Handling and Flight Path Management. This Safety Issue is related to both Airborne
Conflict and Aircraft Upset, as well as Third Party Conflict. It relates to both the normal handling of
an RPAS and the planning and management of the flight path. There is also a relationship to the
planning and preparation of UAS/RPAS operations.
c) UAS Infringement of Controlled Airspace/ UAS/RPAS Proximity to Other Aircraft in
Uncontrolled Airspace. The next Safety Issues in UAS involves the risk of a UAS either infringing
controlled airspace or presenting a collision risk to other aircraft in uncontrolled airspace. Work
to investigating the potential benefits of Geo-Fencing to prevent UAS flying into controlled
airspace is already taking place. This Safety Issue is also linked to the Human Factors (HF) Safety
Issues on UAS Operator Knowledge of the Aviation System.
d) Technical Safety Issues. Three technical Safety Issues have been identified from the
analysis of occurrences and covers the failures of the guidance and control system, propulsion
system and power sources.
e) Pre-Flight Planning and Preparation. The first HF Safety Issue for UAS/RPAS involves the need
for good pre-flight planning and preparation so that an UAS/RPAS operator conducts any flight in a
safe manner.
f) UAS Operator Knowledge of the Aviation System. The second HF priority area is to ensure
that anyone operating UAS/RPAS who is new to aviation is able to easily learn about the aviation
regulatory framework as it applies to UAS/RPAS operations.
g) Maintenance/ Manufacturing. This Issue is related to the maintenance and manufacturing of
UAS/RPAS and further analysis work is required to consider this issue in more detail as minimal
information was available from the analysis.
h) Visual Loss of UAS/RPAS. This is a safety issue that is a causal factor linked to other Safety Issues
and that shall undergo a formal Risk Assessment. It can include issues such as UAS/RPAS lighting
or colour design. This Safety Issue includes the problem of keeping UAS/RPAS in Visual Line Of
Sight (VLOS) by suggesting a reduction of the current limitation of their flight path of 150m height
(minimum flight limit of manned aircrafts) and 250m radius around the operator to only a 50m height.
In case of visual loss and in order to avoid collision whether with moving or non-moving objects, an
option could include the need to install a Detection and Avoidance (DAA) system as mandatory
equipment for certain categories of UAS.
i) Frequency Jamming. It has been highlighted that because small UAS/RPAS usually use 2.4GHz
frequency to communicate with the ground station also used by wireless computer networks the
probability of interference when an UAS/RPAS is being flown in a heavily dense housing area both
in the case of commercial or aerial work operations could lead to jamming of frequencies. Another
possible problematic aspect raised is in regards to the operation of several UAS/RPAS in the same
area at the same time when the radio allocated spectrum for UAS/RPAS is not wide enough to allow
a huge amount of different UAS/RPAS operated by different operators.
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j)

UAS/RPAS Task Management. Many UAS/RPAS operate in a First Person View use mode, where
the operator sees the equivalent view from the aircraft as if they were in a cockpit using a video link
often using goggles. When performing IMTM work for example the operator must both fly
the UAS/RPAS and concentrate on the task they are performing, which could cause a loss of control
of the UA/RPA during such critical phase of operation. This is a problem that could be addressed by
considering the need for an extra observer for certain tasks.
k) UAS/RPAS Hard Landings. Hard landings can cause extensive damages to UAS/RPAS, as well
as to both people and property in the surrounding area. Following such events, close inspection of
the UAS is needed before future flights to ensure that it is still in a serviceable condition.
l) Instructions for Use of UAS/RPAS equipment. It has been identified by UAS/RPAS users that the
User Manuals provided by UAS manufacturers are not up the standard they need to be. Hence,
proper knowledge on the behaviour of individual systems and how they interact with other systems
on board is not clearly laid out causing incidents of unexpected behaviour and in the worst cases
loss of control.

2.3.3 High-Level User Requirements for UAS/RPAS-PIT and IMTM Services
The UAS/RPAS-PIT Station (UAS/RPAS main operational support platform) Highly Integrated System
Network within the HELMET infrastructure shall be architecturally designed to satisfy Inspection Monitoring
and Traffic Management (IMTM) tasks to support both Rail and Automotive operations and assets so as
to enhance their Reliability, Maintainability, Availability and Safety, thus contributing to operational Risk
Management. The overall IMTM required tasks shall include but not limited to the following:
a) Structural monitoring, especially for critical assets like bridges and tunnels, and for fault detection (i.e.
diagnostics/prognostics).
b) Environmental security monitoring such as assessments of fire, explosions, earthquakes, floods and
landslides along the railway, road and highway tracks/lanes informing the User on the real time status.
c) Physical security monitoring of high value rail and automotive infrastructural assets. Detection of
intrusions, objects stolen or moved, graffiti, etc.
d) Safety monitoring, e.g., to early detect failures on all elements/devices or obstacles on the rail and/or
road tracks.
e) Situation assessment and emergency/crisis management. To monitor accident scenarios and
coordinate the intervention of first responders.
f) Supporting the Design, Development, and Construction of new Railway/Road/Highways by providing
Mapping and Survey Data.
g) Support Performance Diagnostics and Operational Tests of other Integrated Systems and Services
(e.g. Satellite Based Augmentation System (SBAS) Services for improving the accuracy, integrity and
availability of basic GNSS signals).
h) Monitor the rail and automotive routine operations and provide accurate traffic (including emergencies)
management to both users.
i) Provide safety and security information while monitoring rail and automotive operations.
j) Support Law Enforcement and Patrol Units Operations for both railway and automotive segments.
k) Provide real time and/or near real time operational support under emergency traffic conditions for both
rail and automotive users.
l) Provide Wi-Fi connectivity (especially during emergency operations) as required.
The dedicated use of the UAS/RPAS-PIT Station Highly Integrated System Network within the HELMET
infrastructure shall provide to the Users with the following overall benefits:
1) Overall Reduction of risk to staff and people and increase of infrastructural assets safety
2) Reduced planning cycles (Scheduled and Non-Scheduled)
3) Enhancement of the work process efficiency in IMTM services
4) Enhancement of flexibility, affordability of verification tooling
5) Higher quality data available in larger quantities at lower costs
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As such the UAS/RPAS-PIT Station Highly Integrated System Network Segment within the HELMET
infrastructure shall be composed of the following main three (3) Physical Operational Elements, namely:
1) The Operating UAS/RPAS Element which encompasses the Unmanned Aircraft (UA)/Remotely
Piloted Aircraft (RPA) in a specific Configuration and Remote Pilot Stations (RPS) operating in LOS
and/or BLOS mode by means of a Control and Non-Payload Communications (CNPC) Link (UP and
DOWN Data and Voice Link) and Navigation Aid Components utilizing for this purpose a Terrestrial
and/or Satellite based Network for Command, Control, Communications, Sense and Avoid (or Detect
and Avoid) services covering all appropriate UTM airspace classes for railway and automotive related
assets , in all integration cases and flight phases. This element shall include the operational services
and capabilities provided by each PIT Station system but from this is excluded the UAS Logistic
Support element.
2) The UAS dedicated PIT Integrated Logistic Support (ILS) Element: which shall guarantee UAS/RPAS
supportability, operational availability and safety throughout its Operational Life-Cycle.
3) The HELMET Augmentation Network Element dedicated to UAS/RPAS Ground and Aerial Operations
this shall encompass the physical connectivity of the UAS/RPAS Navigation subsystem with the GNSS
Gallileo and potential Augmentation Services by the HELMET multi-modal Augmentation and Integrity
Monitoring Network.
The main areas of user requirements are summarized in Table 8:
Table 8. Main areas of user requirements for UAVs

In accordance with the European UAS/RPAS Steering Group general directives and in operational terms,
the overall approach towards integration is that UAS/RPAS shall have to fit into the ATM/UTM system and
not that the ATM/UTM system needs to significantly adapt to enable the safe integration of UAS/RPAS.
UAS/RPAS at all typologies/categories and classes of operations shall have to prove to be as safe as
current manned operations, or safer. UAS/RPAS behaviour in operations will also have to be equivalent
to manned aviation, in particular for the air traffic control (ATC) and/or UTM, as it will not be possible for
the ATC/UTM to effectively handle many different types of RPAS with different contingency procedures.
For the specific Inspection, Monitoring and Traffic Management (IMTM) operations, the employed
UAS/RPAS shall be compliant to all relative Rules of the Air Requirements as being imposed by EASA
Regulation by UAS/RPAS Category. For the IMTM UAS/RPAS HELMET Project it will be assumed the
use of EASA UAS/RPAS Specific and Certified Categories.

2.3.3.1 High Level UAS/RPAS User Operational Requirements
In summary the High Level UAS/RPAS Operational Requirements shall have as follows:
1) The integration of UAS/RPAS shall not imply a significant impact on the current users of the airspace;
2) UAS/RPAS shall comply with existing and future Civil Aviation Regulations and Procedures;
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3) UAS/RPAS integration shall not compromise existing aviation safety levels, nor increase risk: the way
UAS/RPAS operations are conducted shall be equivalent to manned aircraft, as much as possible;
4) UAS/RPAS shall comply with the SESAR trajectory management process;
5) All UAS/RPAS shall be able to comply with ATM/UTM air traffic control rules/procedures;
6) UAS/RPAS shall comply with the capability requirements applicable to the airspace within which they
are intended to operate.
7) If the UA/RPA loses communications or loses its GNSS NAV signal, it must return to a predetermined
location within the planned operating area.
In terms of operational modes and overall limitations, the UAS/RPAS dedicated to the IMTM missions shall
satisfy the following rules:
1) Very low level (VLL) operations (alias non-standard VFR or IFR operations) below the typical IFR
and VFR altitudes for manned aviation: i.e. not to exceed 400 ft. above ground level; they shall
comprise:
a) Visual line of sight (VLOS) in a range not greater than 500 meters from the remote pilot, in which
the remote pilot maintains direct unaided visual contact with the UA/RPA;
b) Extended Visual Line of Sight (EVLOS) where, beyond 500 meters, the pilot is supported by one
or more observers or other means, in which the crew maintains direct unaided visual contact
with the UA/RPA;
c) Beyond VLOS (BVLOS) where the operations are also below 400 ft., but beyond visual line of
sight requiring additional technological support.
2) UAS/RPAS operations in VFR or IFR, above 400 ft. and above minimum flight altitudes; they shall
comprise:
a) IFR (or VFR) operations in radio line-of-sight (RLOS) of the RPS in non-segregated airspace
where manned aviation is present. The key capability of ‘detect and avoid’ (DAA) is required in
relation to cooperative and non-cooperative nearby traffic (otherwise specific procedures and
restrictions would apply);
b) IFR (or VFR) operations beyond radio line-of-sight (BRLOS) operations, when the RPA can no
longer be in direct radio contact with the RPS and therefore wider range communication (COM)
services (including via satellite) are necessary. In this case COM would typically be offered by
a COM service provider.
NOTE: The altitudes that are identified for the above mentioned operations are of a generic nature not
taking into consideration National differences and exemptions.
The integration of IMTM UAV/RPAS for HELMET shall be appropriately equipped to operate in the
following phases of flight:
1) Mission/Flight Planning Phase;
2) Take off & climb Phase;
3) En-route and Aerial Work Phase (includes loitering over the mission area executing planned or
unplanned aerial work);
4) Arrival phase (Landing) and Post-Flight Phase;
For small UAS/RPAS, operations in RLOS, E-VLOS and BVLOS it will be necessary the system to have
some type of Detect and Avoid capability, and among other safety required technologies the possibility
for Redundant CNPC Link (which includes NAVAIDS).

2.3.3.2 Overall IMTM UAS/RPAS Physical, Functional and Operational
Performance High Level User Requirements
The average overall Physical, Functional and Operational Performance requirements for each small
IMTM-UA/RPA type configuration to be considered and traded-off for the HELMET project work are
summarized in the Table 9 below:
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Table 9. IMTM UAS/RPAS Physical, Functional and Operational Performance Requirements
SMALL UAV
TYPE

MTGW Range
(Kg)

Speed Range
(Km/h)

Multi-Rotor
≤ 1 TO ≤ 25

30-80

Fixed-Wing
1 TO ≤ 25

40-120

Single-Rotor
1 TO ≤ 25

6 °/s
±3 m/s to ±10 m/s

4 - 6 °/s
Climb/Descent Rate
15m/s

20-60

6 °/s
±3 m/s to ±10 m/s

30-100

4 - 6 °/s
±3 m/s to ±10 m/s

Fixed-Wing
≤ 3 TO ≤ 25

Max. Banking & Max.
Vertical Rate

Normal OPS
Max. Flight
Altitude Range Endurance
(m)
(min)
≤ 3 to ≤ 400

≤ 20 to ≤ 400

≤ 3 to ≤ 400

≤ 10 to ≤ 400

45

45 -120

30 - 60

45 -120

Operating
Temp (C⁰)
-20 to 55 °C
(Electrical Power)
-40 to 55 °C
(Non-Electric)
-20 to 55 °C
(Electrical Power)
-40 to 55 °C
(Non-Electric)
-20 to 55 °C
(Electrical Power)
-40 to 55 °C
(Non-Electric)
-20 to 55 °C
(Electrical Power)
-40 to 55 °C
(Non-Electric)

Mission Radius
Range (Km)

1.6 TO ≤ 100

50 TO ≤ 200

1.6 TO ≤ 100

50 TO ≤ 200

Hybrid

Table 10 Provides a traded-off summary of the Physical, Functional and Operational Performance and
Capabilities of the various UAS/RPAS Configurations as candidates for potential for use as IMTM in HELMET
Project. Further and more detailed trade-off results shall be found in the IMTM UAS/RPAS-PIT Detailed
Specifications of the HELMET Project.
Table 10. IMTM UAS/RPAS Physical, Functional and Operational Performance Comparison

TYPE
Multi-Rotor

Fixed-Wing

Single-Rotor

ADVANTAGES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessibility
Ease of use
VTOL and hover flight
Good camera control
Can operate in a confined area
Low Cost
Long endurance
Large area coverage
Fast flight speed

• VTOL and hover flight
• Long endurance
• Heavier payload capability
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DISADVANTAGES

TYPICAL USES

• Short flight times
• Small payload capacity

Aerial Photography and Video
Aerial Inspection,
Urban Delivery Services

• Launch and recovery needs a lot of
space
• No VTOL/hover
• Harder to fly, more training needed
• Expensive
• More dangerous
• Harder to fly, more training needed
• Expensive

Aerial Mapping, Pipeline,
Road, Rail and Power line
inspection
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Fixed-Wing Hybrid

• VTOL and long-endurance
flight

• Not perfect at either hovering or
forward flight
• Still in development

Urban/Extra-Urban Delivery
Services

In terms of UAS/RPAS Data Link Required Categories and Performances the IMTM UAS/RPAS-PIT
Figure 6 below, provides a general schematic of the UAS/RPAS Data Links Classification. At the first level
of UAS/RPAS Data Link decomposition there are two main logical elements of such link, namely:

Figure 6. Typical UAS/RPAS Data Links Classification and Functional Description Schematic

a)

Control and Non-Payload Communications (CNPC) Link: This link is the carrier of all logical data flows
associated with the command and control of the UA/RPA flight and the health and usage monitoring of all
UA/RPA systems, subsystems and components and the management of the CNPC link. Since the
communications are part of controlling the RPA, they are also included within this system. This link is not
dedicated to the mission payload(s) data and therefore doesn’t carry any payload information. The CPNC
Link compared to the payload links, carries signals that are expected to be relatively narrowband, with
the possible exception of the situation awareness function enhancing video streams. The CNPC link shall
require to reside in a protected spectrum and managed by the Civil Aviation Regulatory Authority (e.g.
EASA); and
b) Payload Link: This link is the carrier of all logical data flows which associated with the mission payload
package. It is generally expected to be broadband compared to the CNPC signals. Since this link doesn’t
contain safety-of-flight information, it doesn’t require to be in aviation safety protected spectrum.
c) The CNPC link is decomposed into two (2) logical elements, namely:
1) RP/UTM/ATC Communications Link: carrying:
a) Voice or messaging communications between pilots and UTM/ other Airspace users
b) Data communications (e.g. CPDLC)
2) UAS/RPAS Control Link: this link carries safety-related information between the pilot in a
GCS/RPS and the UA/RPA. The control link is further decomposed into two logical elements,
namely:
2.1) Tele-command Link: which carries from the RP to the UA/RPA:
a) Information required to control the RPA flight trajectory
b) Information required to control all RPA systems for safe flight
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2.2) Telemetry Link: This is a downlink that carries, from the UA/RPA to the RP, information
required for the safe flight of the UA/RPA and as such shall include the following:
a) RPA Location, attitude and speed
b) RPA subsystems operating modes and status
c) Data from onboard NAVAIDS (Navigational Aids) and GNSS
d) Target tracking data required by the Detect and Avoid (DAA) subsystem of the RPA
e) Data from an onboard the RPA Airborne Weather Radar (AWR) (if present on the RPA)
f) Video stream from the onboard situational-awareness-enhancing video camera (if present
and if the CNPC link is being used for that purpose).
The Required Link Performance (RLP) as an indicator summarizes the class of performance of a
Command and Control (C3) link for the UAS/RPAS. In defining the detailed RLP requirements they shall
be considered four (4) performance indicators, namely:
1) Transaction Time: which is the minimum proportion of operational communication transactions to be
completed within the specified RLP transaction time, given that the service was available at the start
of the transaction.
2) Availability: The required probability that an operational communication transaction can be initiated
when needed (C3 Link Available). Typical required Availability of RPAS C3Links in VLOS and BVLOS
modes of operation is 0.998.
3) Continuity: the minimum proportion of operational communication transactions to be completed within
the specified RLP transaction time, given that the service was available at the start of the transaction.
4) Integrity: the required probability that an operational communication transaction is completed with no
undetected errors.
The JARUS methodology proposes to calculate target values for transaction time, availability, continuity
and integrity by conducting a safety risk assessment based on UAS/RPAS C3/UTM functions and
characteristics of the selected operational environment, as summarized by the diagram in Fig. 7:

Figure 7. Safety risk assessment based on UAS/RPAS C3/UTM functions

Transaction Time target is to be estimated by taking into account the safety impact on the operational
scenario context, for example the expected latency in ATC/UTM instruction compliance. In the case of
ATC/UTM communications are relayed through the C3 data link, then the RLP must be less than the RCP
requirement prescribed for the same airspace class. Target values for availability, continuity and integrity
shall be calculated as a result of an operational hazard assessment, which will take into account different
types of communication errors, depending on the parameter. Detected errors and communications
exceeding the transaction time slot contribute to the continuity parameter; Detected inability to start a
communication is accounted for in the availability parameter. Undetected errors and undetected loss of
communication service contribute to the integrity parameter. As result of the hazard assessment, safety
requirements shall be generated to mitigate potential emerging risks. Severity assessment and
identification of the most stringent among safety objectives associated with the severity shall provide the
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final target parameters. The Latency calculation shall be performed on the worst case basis i.e. altitude
abrupt change or banking etc. the total latency value will be the sum of all the contributions from the latency
budget. The performance objectives associated with operational communication transaction for an altitude
change request from the remote pilot are shown as an example in the Table 11 below. This table only
considers performance objectives for major hazards.
Table 11. Performance Comparison performance objectives associated with operational communication

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION
Unexpected interruption of a transaction

VALUE
10ˉ⁴ per aircraft per flight hour

Loss of communication transaction

10ˉ⁵ per aircraft per flight hour

Loss of service

10ˉ⁶ per aircraft per flight hour

Undetected corrupted transaction

10ˉ⁵ per aircraft per flight hour

In terms of Payload requirements for IMTM UAS/RPAS Operations in Rail and Automotive applications
there is a variety of Optical Sensors (Cameras) which are the most common sensor used on a UAV/RPAS.
However, dynamic sensor technologies created for use with UAVs provide essential situational awareness
and a level of detail often missed by the human eye and standard cameras. Light Detection and Ranging
(LiDAR) sensors on UAVs, such as that shown in Figure 8 below, capture high quality imagery. A LiDAR
sensor mounted on a UAV, along with sophisticated software, can produce accurate three-dimensional
images very quickly. UAV payloads can integrate sensors of a different nature, such as temperature
sensors or multispectral cameras to provide diverse functionalities, depending on energy consumption and
maximum allowed weight. Self-powered chemical sensors can be mounted on the aerial platform to
provide quick and safe analyses of chemical or air samples e.g. near a derailment.
Current standard UAS technology allows the registration and tracking of position with Global Positioning
Systems (GPS), or Inertial Navigation Systems (INS), and orientation of the implemented sensors in a
local or global coordinate system. UAS-based photogrammetry, or the practice of making measurements
from imagery, now allows for the collection of information from platforms that are remotely controlled or
operated in a semi-autonomous or autonomous manner, therefore, eliminating the need for a pilot sitting
in the vehicle.
The collection of three-dimensional data by conventional surveying methods can be quite time consuming,
expensive and even dangerous for the field operator, especially on steep slopes and cuts where there are
potential rock falls, landslides or mudslides. Visual inspection of the terrain in such locations, just as
geodetic data collection with classical methods, can result in incomplete and insufficiently detailed data,
thus posing a risk to the railroad and/or road. The use of UAVs in such locations can greatly complement,
enhance and even completely replace the classical methods of mapping, determining the volume, crosssections, contours and other parameters that are necessary for the remediation measures as illustrated in
Figure 8 below.
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Figure 8. Examples of UAV Mapping Steep Slopes and Contours

The challenge will be to increase the level of
automation to reduce the need for human
interventions with the ongoing enhancement of
UAS/RPAS endurance and payloads, even in
critical situations. The number of scenarios in
which railway/road/highway UAS/RPASs would
be useful will be proportional to UAS/RPAS
performance growth. The UAS/RPAS-PIT
Detailed Specification shall provide Technical
Physical, Functional and Operational (including
performances) characteristics of traded-off and
selected payloads which shall fully satisfy IMTM
operations for rail and automotive applications
(see Fig. 9).
Figure 9. Examples of some Payload Types Required for IMTM UAS/RPAS Operations in Rail/Automotive

Table 12 summarizes the maximum UAS/RPAS forward and return CNPC link performance requirements
for LOS and BLOS operations as established by a number of studies by RTCA, JARUS, ICAO and ITU:
Table 12. High-Level User UAS/RPAS CNPC Forward and Return Link Performance Requirements (EUROCAE)

Required Parameter
Availability
(Probability/Flight Hour)
Continuity
(Probability/Flight Hour)
Integrity (BER/PER)
(Acceptable Rate/Flight Hour)
Latency
(Maximum Permitted)

Jitter

Forward Link
Requirement

Return Link
Requirement

Remarks

0.999997

0.999997

RCP 10 Separation: 5nm, Transaction Time: 10sec

0.99985

0.99985

RCP 10 Separation: 5nm, Transaction Time: 10sec

1.43 x10ˉ⁶

RCP 10 Separation: 5nm, Transaction Time: 10sec

1.43 x10ˉ⁶
1) 130ms

1) 130ms

2) 520ms

2) 520ms

3) 5.2 s
4) 20.8s

3) 5.2 s
4) 20.8s

50μ

50μ

1) Real-time safety critical information (C2 manual, voice, DAA,
Video) (only Ground link)
2) Near real-time safety critical information (C2 automatic, ATC-D
data, ATC-V voice, Video)
3) Low priority safety information
4) Non-safety critical information
Packet to packet

2.3.3.3 User Spectrum CNPC High Level Requirements for Small IMTMUA/RPA to be Supported for HELMET Operations
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The UAS/RPAS-PIT detailed specification shall provide the density number of evenly distributed and
operating IMTM-UAS/RPAS in % per flight phase serving a pilot area of HELMET Operational coverage
in LOS and/or BLOS Modes. This shall provide an estimation of the potential traffic levels of all types of
small IMTM-UA/RPA employed for HELMET Applications so as to give the density levels in line with ITUR M.2171 Methodology 2 obtaining the terrestrial (LOS) and satellite (BLOS) aggregate bandwidth
requirements for CNPC.In terms of aggregate bandwidth requirements shall be identical to those of ITUR M.2171 Methodology 2 since the system is similar to the one studied in the ITU Report (BLOS Spot–
Beam and LOS Terrestrial System).However, for the purposes of this project in terms of required number
of small IMTM-UA/RPA to be supported, Non-payload throughput requirements for single small UA/RPA
(bit/s), spectrum requirements, aggregate bandwidth requirements for LOS and BLOS will be also in
accordance with the ITU-R M.2171 Method 2 approach since small UAS/RPAS can be supported only
by Spot Beam Systems. In accordance with the ITU-R M.2171 Methodology 2 for assessing the spectrum
needs, the following Table 13 summarizes the bandwidth requirements calculated for each of the three
major functional communications categories (Command and Control, ATC Relay and Sense and Avoid
or DAA data) in each of the three alternative system implementations (LOS, BLOS satellite spot beam,
and BLOS satellite regional-beam).
Table 13. Spectrum Requirements Summary-Methodology 2 (Source ITU -R M.2171)

Functional category

Aggregate Bandwidth Requirement (MHz)
LOS Terrestrial System
BLOS Satellite System

Command and Control
ATC Relay
Sense and Avoid or DAA
Total
(1)
Regional-beam system does not support small UA/RPA.

1.61
2.72
23.51
27.84

Spot-Beam
9.01
6.50
21.81
37.32

Regional-Beam(1)
6.54
11.47
38.29
56.31

The terrestrial spectrum requirements are divided as follows:
1) GCS/RPS to UA/RPA = 2.0 MHz
2) UA/RPA to GCS/RPS = 25.9 MHz.
The spot-beam satellite spectrum requirements are divided as follows:
1) UA/RPA to SAT = 15.32 MHz
2) GCS/RPS to SAT = 3.29 MHz
3) SAT to UA/RPA = 3.29 MHz
4) SAT to GCS/RPS = 15.32 MHz.
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2.3.3.4 High-Level User EGNSS Performance Requirements for UAS/RPAS
IMTM Operations
2.3.3.4.1 General
As it was mentioned in previous sections, the
aerospace applications need very stringent
integrity requirement in particular for mission
and safety critical missions. These are even
more for UAS/RPAS applications that are
remotely piloted today in LOS and in future in
BLOS in non-segregated areas. However,
current aircraft, and even more those in the
future, are equipped with a variety of sensors
and
navigation
equipment.
Those
in
combination
with
external
augmented
information can provide additional integrity and
accuracy to the UAS/RPAS operations and
support the future UTM (UAV Traffic
management).In Figure 10 the overall picture
are reported the main UAS/RPAS functions
required for their safe operation.
Figure 10. UAS/RPAS Main Functions

Since few years several strategies have been proposed for increasing level of integrity of positioning
and navigation while accuracy is more assessed at various levels let’s consider PPP and STK. In the
contest EGNSS plays a fundamental role and therefore it is important to understand its limitations and
operability in order to conceive a system capable to contribute to the RPAS navigation and positioning
requirement.

2.3.3.4.2 Overview of Major of EGNSS Degradation and RPAS Integrity
The Major causes EGNSS (see Fig. 11) of errors
outages and severe performance degradations
are:
a)
Obscuration of satellite signals during
manoeuvring (Antenna obscuration)
b)
Bad satellite geometries (DOP)
c)
Fading so low C/N0
d)
Doppler shift
e)
Multipath
f)
Interference or jamming
Note that the same causes may affect also the
communications by which should be possible
augment integrity and accuracy.

Figure 11. Major Causes of EGNSS Degradation
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The overall functional block diagram of RPAS operation integrity is outlined in Fig. 12.

Figure 12. RPAS Operational Integrity

2.3.3.4.4 Overview of the Context of Improved Integrity User Requirements
for UAS/RPAS
Figure 13 shows schematically the overall contest of improved integrity for RPAS/UAV and in general
aeronautic.
a) On Board Augmentation This is provided by avionics and specific applications such ARAIM.
Integrated avionics allow to estimate integrity from the diverse source and also provide internal
FDIR capability. Decision can be taken on board or remote pilot depending on the on board
autonomy.
b) Space Based Augmentation. This is provided by SBAS system, such as EGNOS in Europe.
However, EGNOS presents same limits in terms of local integrity and accuracy that can be
improved only by dedicated ground augmentation systems.
c) Ground Based Augmentation. This provides differential corrections and integrity. This is a key issue
for UAS/RPAS operators in particular for landing and take-off in absence of other mechanism. Of
interest are the situation where a landing area is used form more UAS/RPAS and then as for small
airport it is necessary to adopt specific procedures with priority rights.
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Figure 13. Integrity Computation Process on Board

The main functional components that participate in the decision process related to assess integrity and
in case that is not compatible with the specific flight phase where a recovery action can be adopted.
Moreover from Figure 13 (RPAS Operational Integrity) it can be recognized the key importance of
communications for bringing the augmentation ground data to/from the UAS/RPAS. Clearly the integrity,
availability and continuity of communications should have even better performance of the GNSS itself in
order to be effective.
This link can be either a line of sight (LOS) air-ground (AG) link between the two entities or a beyond
line-of-sight (BLOS) link using another platform such as a satellite or high-altitude platform (HAP). Data
rates for such links are expected to be modest (e.g., a maximum of 300 kbps for compressed video,
which would not be used continuously).
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Figure 14. Schematic View of the Overall Future Communication Scenario for UAS/RPAS

Despite the scope of this study is not to design the communication infrastructure this is fundamental to
guarantee RPAS command and control and can be complemented with other key functions such S&A
and video. Only an integrated communication and navigation system can provide additional integrity to
the aeronautic operations.
Of outmost importance in the future will be the capability to manage the traffic in air and establish a UAV
Traffic Control System capable to coordinate the traffic and avoid collisions.
In this respect another important function of GNSS is to provide data for the ADS-B equipment that likely
will be mounted in same configuration in all the future system if operated in BLOS.
The ADS-B can provide the useful information for UTM. This can provide for instance sequencing and
de-conflict constraints (see landing) , flight plan/mission objectives, separation assurance and collision
avoidance and of course environmental constraints.
From Figure 14 (Schematic View of the Overall Future Communication Scenario for UAS/RPAS)
it
is possible to distinguish four potential sources of communications:
a) Space Communications; by GEO sat (currently a new BW in C band is available for C2) or LEO
constellation. The smaller RPAS likely will not be able to embark a transponder for direct
communication with sat in GEO orbit. So in case it was necessary to pass through a satellite it is
better to use a relay a HAPS or a ground station.
b) HAPS Communications: HAPS are under developing and can provide not only communication pilotRPAS but also additional navigation and positioning services.
c) Inter RPAS Communication (IRC): This for the time being is considered a hypothesis but could be
very effective in particular for SWARMS/FORMATION operations. IRC can useful also for providing
positioning augmentation in same circumstances.
d) Ground Communications: In this case it is important to evaluate if the augmentation data that we
derive from HELMET can be transferred via the C2/3 link or by a dedicated additional link. For
instance RTK are often delivered by a VHF link.
The communication link a general key issue of UAS/RPAS operation completely different form the other
applications for the time being where there is autonomy or pilot embedded in the vehicle.
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Communication lost is even more critical than EGNSS data or integrity degradation and can leads to
immediate recovery actions. it is a common practice that if the radio link is lost, then the autopilot
commands the aircraft to go to a predetermined waypoint (what is commonly known as return-to-home).
In this case of Navigation aid is lost the UA/RPA usually enters an emergency state where the rotorcraft
hovers and tries to land using other sensors such as an altimeter (in the case of fixed-wing aircrafts the
engines are stopped and a ballistic parachute is launched).
The HELMET architecture should provide a contribution to merge those different sources of integrity for
improving mission and safety critical operations and systems. In order to improve safety the following
functions should be introduced:
a) Prediction (Caution Flags): Prediction is mainly based on Space augmentation but more in
particular on ground augmentation system that only can provide status of integrate navigation and
communication wealth of the particular area where it is placed. This allows a better plan of the
RPAS mission and the overall UTM traffic management.
b) Avoidance Optimal Flights Path Guidance: The availability of good integrity data allows to optimize
flight path and also to define potential dangerous situation anticipating correction manoeuvring or
flight reprograms.
c) Reactions (Warnings Flags): When a warning is detected then the action should be performed. It
is important to minimize the false warnings.
d) Corrections (Recovery Path Guidance): Correction are needed in case of emergency situations. In
this case it is important to get awareness of situation around UAS/RPAS for optimizing escape or
avoidance manoeuvres.
It is important to emphasize here the difference of actions in case of emergency with other applications
like Rail or Auto. If the communication links are lost or the navigation assistance is not supported, then
the correction actions may consist of:
a) The UAS/RPAS autonomously (or assisted by local
augmentation system or operator) land in a pre-defined
area pre-planned before mission start
b) The UAS/RPAS remain in flight possibly loitering
over a pre-planned area
For UAS/RPAS operations within the objectives of
HELMET ie Railways and Highways operations the
achievement of flight and safety requirement can be
simplified by the adoption of specific ground aid
infrastructure as already proposed in the proposal. This
consist in the PIT station concept.
Figure 15. SESAR Evolution Steps

Of course a new initiative should take into considerations the program under development in Europe
such for instance SESAR (Refer to Fig. 15 “SESAR Evolution Steps”) that foreseen a full service
environment for UAS/RPAS by 2035. With reference of EC GSA White paper it can be defined as follows:
a) Geo-Fencing: This is a virtual barrier definition for RPAS/UAV operations
b) Waypoint Navigation: This defines the trajectory to be followed by the UA/RPA
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c) Geo-Tagging: The process of adding to the on board avionic navigation system other geographical
information for camera or other sensors.
Other identified capabilities are:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Drone telemetry/tracking position reported to pilot
Detect & avoid by additional sensors or ADS-B or UTM data
Drone Identification: only identified aircraft will be authorized to fly in the future aerospace
Recovery actions:
1) Return to home
2) Altitude hold
3) Loiter on an area

GNSS can contribute to the above service providing an accuracy function of the typology of signal
processing and augmentation (see Table 14):
Table 14. GNSS accuracy of different techniques

Processing
Standalone GNSS
SBAS
PPP
RTK

Accuracy

Comment

Better than 5 m
< 1 m 3D

Better integrity and reliability of positioning Accurate time signal

0,1-1 m horizontal
accuracy
1-5 cm

To be delivered by L band satellite or ground station. High
convergence time
Differential method short range. Need reference station

ABAS (Air Borne
Augmentation System)

Avionic solution that process GNSS data with other on board
sensors to check integrity. RAIM or ARAIM algorithms normally
used. Additional integrity parameters are generated at ground
level and encapsulated into ISM (integrity Support Messages)

In order to get high order of accuracy and integrity it essential to implement a multi-sensor avionics fusing
data (magnetometer, barometer, IMU, ect). Another important requirement to satisfy is the estimation of
heading that with a dual-antenna GPS receiver can be estimated with an accuracy of less than 0.5º. This
system is much more reliable than a stand-alone magnetometer and corrects the typical sensitivity issues
caused by electromagnetic sources like the UA/RPA engine through a continuous and automatic
calibration of the magnetometer using the data provided by the dual antenna GPS receiver.
Finally, the issue of authentication is very important because can generate a protection against the
spoofing that can have dangerous consequences, it can be managed at different levels:
a) Open service message authentication
b) Commercial authentication services (based on E6)
Important is also the possibility to authenticate the UAS/RPAS position and timing for different purposes
such assurance but also for police and law enforcement assessment.
In accordance with the above it is believed that a suitable augmentation infrastructure can be conceived
to support the Helmet applications, that are:
a) Railway In this case the RPAS application has several advantages:
1) The area above the railways can be segregated and are easy to virtual fenced
2) The rails itself may constitute a reference item to refer RPAS localization
3) The presence of staggered small stations allows good location for RPAS augmentation /recovery/
maintenance/operation
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4) Stations may become area of emergency landing
b) Highway/Roads:
1) Here segregation space is likely not achievable however the large paths are still a good reference
for navigation.
2) The lack of station should be compensated additional dedicated infrastructure.
In conclusion, the augmentation of GNSS shall benefit the entire aviation domain and thus the
UAS/RPAS together with its peculiarities, in many respects by:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Increasing the access to the landing areas
Allowing direct en route flight paths
Improving and innovating approach services
Reducing or simplifying on board equipment

While with the HELMET multi-modal Augmentation and Integrity Monitoring Network (AIMN) can be
achieved the following :
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Improve PVT integrity
Provide accuracy services
Improve safety and security of flights
Aid emergency operations
Improve mission plan and control
Allow BLOS operations

2.3.3.4.3 Overview of IMTM UAS/RPAS-PIT Architectural Requirements
In terms of IMTM UAS/RPAS-PIT Infrastructure Architectural needs, that intend to satisfy the expected
services toward the HELMET rail and automotive segments while they meet the overall unmanned
aviation operational safety requirements, are expected to:
a) improve small UAS/RPAS capabilities, resilience and integrity and permit their operations in both
LOS and BLOS supported by space communications.
b) consist of a network of PIT stations that shall include UAS/RPAS landing area, a communication
package and a GNSS integrity monitoring and improvement system.
In this PIT station the UA/RPA can land and refuel batteries based for instance on a non-contact
equipment. The PIT station is also autonomous form energy point of view because of embedded solar
cells. With HELMET the idea is to make the recovery action in case of EGNSS loss more effective and
keep the on-board unit always calibrated so that the UAS/RPAS can reach the area where PIT stations
provide autonomous landing service.
For instance it is possible to anticipate to the situation of a complete loss of GPS signal using the integrity
information included in EGNOS messages or compute this information on ground and transmit it to the
UAS/RPAS and pilot and take some countermeasures. EGNOS-capable receivers can use the integrity
data included in EGNOS messages to calculate the so-called protection limits which are related to the
reliability level of the GNSS measurements. A dedicated on ground PIT station can in addition evaluated
the surrounding environment and provide better protection limit computation with information about the
status of EM environment in terms of interferences or spoofing. Basically, they might be different
situations:
a) GNSS data is reliable and can be integrated by satellite augmentation EGNOS. These results can
be integrated and complemented with ground data to improve reliability, integrity and accuracy.
b) Same situation as above with additional data form ground (differential, PPP or RTK) to get needed
accuracy for the specific application.
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c) Satellite augmentation (EGNOS) signals are not being received from the EGNOS satellites so the
corrections are not being applied to improve GPS positioning and there is not an integrity service for
calculating the protection levels. However the ground augmentation data are received and replace
EGNOS data.
d) GNSS signals are not reliable enough. This is detected when the protection levels are higher than
user-fixed alarm limits that are set depending on the application. In this case the avionics should
state if on board sensors can support degraded navigation accuracy for completing mission or enter
in correction or recovery action
e) GNSS receiver is not able to calculate a position solution. As above.
So the main concept here is to use integrated integrity information (space & ground) to detect degradation
in GNSS signal and anticipate to a possible loss of a GNSS position solution. For this purpose it is
necessary to identify new states in the on board avionics, communicated to pilot and UTM, that lead to
enter in dedicated operative modes of RPAS avionic. The states will be defined based on the values of
the protection levels and the stated alarm levels. When the protection levels are higher than the alarm
limits, then GNSS signals cannot be reliable and the autopilot may decide to try to land the aircraft before
further signal degradation or even complete signal outage is experienced. The presence of a ground
augmentation system can contribute to reduce those situations of emergency and continuously calibrate
the on board IMU that in case of completely loss of navigation and link functionality can try to reach the
planned area of landing where operation are in loco assisted. The PIT station functions are (Fig. 16):
1) Deployment in any anthropic or remote areas with limited environmental effects
2) Landing (augmented and automated ) site and refuelling station for electrical UA/RPAS
3) Direct communication in L and S bands with UA/RPAS (other frequencies are possible)
4) Communication bridge for space and ground C2/3 communications
5) C band for C2 communications (future)
6) Ka band for remote payload communication
7) GNSS local integrity station (including inference monitoring and position accuracy augmentation)
with communication messages in contact with HELMET augmentation station
8) Local data processing and storage
9) Support for ATM
10) Provide geo-referenced site for optical navigation augmentation sensor.

Figure 16. PIT Station Functions

The overall benefits of the PIT Station concept are as follows:
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Improved UAV resilience by local fast refuelling
Improved range autonomy by multiple refuelling
BLOS operations even for small UAV
Higher data rate remote communications
Multiple UAV operations
Higher position accuracy and integrity for navigation

Figure 17. PIT stations Architecture Schematic for Railways Applications

Depending on the application the PIT station shall become the local augmentation station for UAS/RPAS
operations in particular for supporting BLOS operations of small UAS/RPAS. Based on PIT station will
be possible for a UAS/RPAS to operate for a long path same time refuelling or executing specific tasks
such transport of emergency goods – see Fig. 17.
In addition, along the path the UAS/RPAS can collect telemetry data that can be damped in a PIT station
and then transmitted to the control centre. This procedure may result more economic and effective than
to transmit data on a ground collector unit or directly via satellite.
In case of rail than it is possible to complement navigation data simply painting the railways sleepers with
a code indicating positioning (kilometres) . In case of Highway specific ground items can be geo-localized
in order to be detected by the on board optical sensors.
Other items could consist of signal of opportunity present in a specific areas (frequency, BW,etc) those
can be recognized by the on board communication system based on SDR technology.
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2.3.3.5 Summary of High-Level User GNSS Requirements for UAS/RPAS-PIT
Operations
The following Table 15 summarizes the GNSS Performance Required by UAS/RPAS-PIT Operations.
The top part of the Table contains the performance requirements of an UA/RPA in a Mission-less Mode
Operating in a typical Flight Envelop and Trajectory while the bottom second part of the Table provides
the specific UA/RPA mission in the rail and/or automotive environment and specifically during EnRoute/Aerial Work Flight Phase.
Table 15. Summary of High-Level User GNSS Requirements for UAS/RPAS Operations

2.4 HIGH-LEVEL USER CYBER SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR
HELMET
The intention of the HELMET project is not only to provide high-accurate and high-integrity solution,
but also secured solution as it is defined by the 1st Objective of HELMET.
Cyber security is a process preserving availability, integrity and confidentiality of information and
RAMS (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety) of safety-related systems. The HELMET
project is mainly focused on development of a secured high-precision and safety-integrity position
determination solution intended for the multi-modal transportation (RAIL, AUTO, UAVs).
Communication network is out of the HELMET scope. Therefore, IT-security protecting
communications against security threats will not be solved in this project. Instead cyber security
provisions will be considered from the functional safety point of view – to preserve RAMS of HELMET
solutions, as it is depicted in Fig. 18.
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Figure 18. Scope of cyber security from the functional safety point of view applied in HELMET

Proposed cyber security solutions in HELMET:
The following five principles of cyber security control design will be applied in the HELMET
functional safety concept [15]:
•
•
•
•
•

‘If it is not secure, it is not safe’: States of safety shall be derived from security considerations.
Proportionate Response: Measures shall be appropriate to the risk being considered but not
hinder rail operations.
Goal-based Security: Establishing goals rather than initiatives ensures more pervasive
security and organisation adoption. ¨
Designed-in Security: Security should be at every level of design and development and never
seen as a “bolt on”.
Defence-in-Depth: For each threat there should be multiple independent overlapping
controls.

Security considerations will be integral to the HELMET solution design and development.
While in railway automation harmonized functional safety standards (EN 5012x based on IEC 61508)
were elaborated about 2 decades ago, up to now no harmonized international IT security
requirements for railway automation exist. Nevertheless, EN 50129 (2018) deals with physical
security (un-authorised access) and IT security and recommends several IEC/ISO standards (ISO
27000ff, lSO/lEC/TR 19791 and the IEC 62443 series), which give a detailed advise on how to deal
with IT security threats. The IEC 62443 standard is not railway specific and focuses on industrial
control systems including automated car driving. Railways plan to integrate IEC 62443 security
requirements into the domain specific safety standard (EN 50129 and EN 50159). In automotive
industry it is proposed to integrate security concerns in ISO 26262 for a combined safety and security
standard.
The IT security must be treated similarly as safety guards protecting against systematic hazard
causes and faults. Probabilistic evaluation of IT security threats is considered infeasible. The safety
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aspects of electronic HW and systems are covered by EN 50129 and security issues are taken into
account by EN 50129 as far as they affect safety issues. This approach combined with IEC 62443
recommendation will be applied in HELMET solutions – preservation of RAMS attributes of HELMET
solutions against potential security threats, as it is outlined in Fig. 18.

3. OPERATIONAL SCENARIOS RELEVANT TO
HELMET, ASSUMPTIONS

3.1 RAIL: OPERATIONAL SCENARIOS AND USER REQUIREMENTS FOR
HELMET
In this section the most demanding rail operational scenarios from viewpoint of high-accuracy and
high-integrity determination for HELMET solutions are described and high-level user requirements
specified.

3.1.1 Track identification function
The purpose of the track identification function is to determine position of train on which of tracks in
station or on multi-track line between station is located. This function is important e.g. for ERTMS
Start of Mission (SOM) in Staff Responsible mode, when the last position of train is not a priory
known before the onboard unit initialization / system start-up.
Alert Limit (AL) - across track
Definition of GNSS train position determination error (PE), which is required for specification of the
maximal allowed train position determination error (Alert Limit - AL) defined by a user is outlined
on Fig. 19.

Figure 19. Definition of Protection Level and Alert Limit for train position determination. Position of GNSS antenna is: (a)
known, (b) unknown

If true position of train antenna is known (Xt,Yt), then the estimated position of GNSS antenna (Xe,Ye)
can differ from the true position (Xt,Yt) – see Fig. 19(a). The difference between (Xt,Yt) and (Xe,Ye)
represents a train position determination error PE. A guarantee of the PE with a certain level of
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probability (corresponding to the required certain level of safety defined by THR) is provided by the
Protection Level (PL) calculated by GNSS receiver (part of OBU), which is usually expressed by
multiples of standard deviations (sigma) related to position determination. The guarantee of PE is
provided when PL correctly overbounds the (Xe,Ye) .
If a train (GNSS antenna) position is unknown and the GNSS receiver correctly estimates its position,
then the true antenna position (Xt,Yt) must be also bounded by PL – see Fig. 19 (b). The maximum
allowed value of PL is called Alert Limit (AL) and it is defined by user. AL is important parameter
enabling to describe the track identification/ discrimination function – see Fig. 20.

Figure 20. Track identification function

The track identification function is available when Protection Level calculated by OBU (integrating
GNSS receiver) using augmentation data doesn’t exceed Alert Limit, which should be less than half
of the track spacing TS value.
Typical values of track spacing TS for different types of track in different areas are listed in Table 16.
It is evident from Table 16 that the minimum value of TS is allowed for multi-track lines between
stations, which is 3570 mm. It means that the maximum value of Alert Limit for track identification
function for HELMET solution should be less than 3570 mm/ 2, i.e. 1,785 m.
Table 16. Track spacing values for different tracks

Area

Location
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Nominal
[mm]

Minimum allowed
[mm]

4000

3570

5000

4750

Between service tracks

5000

4750

Between tracks with platform
between them with elevated
access

10000

9500

Between tracks and platform
between them without
elevated access

6000

4750

Between transhipment siding/
tracks

3750

3750

Distance between track groups

6000

5000

Interstation Between tracks on doubletrack
section
Station
Between running tracks

v < 160 km/ hr

Accuracy (2*sigma) - across track
The required accuracy of HELMET position determination function depends on the HEMET system
solution, on the safety architecture, applied safety principles, etc. Based on the experience gained
within the RHINOS project with the composite fail-safety solution (see Fig. 21), where THR of 1e-6/
hr was allocated to GNSS, then K – multiplier factor for AL to estimate sigma (AL = K* sigma) can
be determined for Gaussian error distribution using Matlab as follows: abs(norminv(1e-6/2 ,0,1)) =
4.8916 ~ 5 .
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Figure 21. Example of THR allocation for GNSS-based train position determination function in RHINOS project

If AL of 1.785 m (3570 mm/2) is considered, then 1 sigma should be 0.357 m and 2*sigma ~ 0.714
m. This requirement for accuracy (2*sigma) is stricter than it is specified in Table 1 [1].
Conclusion: Accuracy (2*sigma) of train position determination has to be less than 1 m.

Availability
Availability of track identification function shall be HIGH [1]. This high-level user qualitative
requirement will be specified in more details (quantitatively) in the deliverable D2.3.
Safety Integrity Level (SIL)
Safety integrity of track identification function shall be Very High and compliant with SIL 4. This
requirements results from recent projects such as 3InSat, ERSAT EAV, RHINOS, ERSAT GGC.
Time-to-Alert (TTA)
Parallel track discrimination function is not a position estimation problem, but a decision problem. It
means that TTA has mainly impact on the operational availability and not on safety. An average
duration of the ERTMS Start of Mission in Staff Responsible is 3% of mission ( SUBSET-088). Since
an average duration of mission (train journey) is 1 hour, then duration of Start of Mission is 108 s.
Further, ETCS onboard subsystem shall take no more than 60 s to go from No Power (NP) to being
ready to accept data entry in Standby (SB) [16] .
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Rationale:
• Availability: The time taken to initialise the ETCS onboard subsystem has operational
implications, for example, it influences how long it takes to make a train ready to start a new
journey when it reverses at a terminal station.
• Performance: Significantly increasing the time taken to make trains ready to start could
impact on the ability to deliver the train timetable.

Therefore values of 10s < TTA < 30 s defined in [1] seems reasonable.
Conclusion: TTA shall be from 10 to 30 seconds.
Security
Security of the odometry calibration function should be HIGH in order to preserve related RAMS and
confidentiality.

3.1.2 Odometer calibration function
ERTMS balises on a track are used to calibrate devices responsible for distance measurement, i.e.
ERTMS odometry. The calibration of odometry is required due to a wheels wear. Solutions to
improve ERTMS odometry performance shall provide efficient mechanism to reset/ calibrate/
periodically correct data to keep train position information within accuracy targets during the mission
[18].
Rationale: maintenance activity for reset/calibrate is costly and is sensitive action regarding
introduction of errors, manual calibration should be avoided; reset/ calibrate/ periodically correct data
mechanism have to be defined to fulfil accuracy targets.
Solutions to improve ERTMS odometry performance shall be able to self-diagnose when accuracy
targets are not fulfilled and the relevant mitigation/measure shall be identified, provided that safety
is not affected. Rationale: ERTMS needs odometry error determination to calculate the train
confidence interval.
It is assumed that the Odometry calibration function could be performed using a high accuracy and
integrity GNSS solution.

Accuracy (2*sigma) – along track
Location accuracy for vital purposes: The location accuracy (of on-board ERTMS Balise
Transmission Module – BTM) shall be within ± 1 for each balise, when a balise has been passed
[17]
More detailed specification of the location accuracy (e.g. using sigma) is missing in [17]. Accuracy
expressed using 2*sigma (95% confidence) or 3*sigma (99.7% confidence) is usually sufficient for
many of technical applications. Let’s conservatively assume an accuracy of 3*sigma for the odometry
calibration function. Then the 1 sigma is 1 m /3 = 0.333 m
Conclusion: Accuracy (2*sigma) of 0.666 m =0.7 m < 1 m is required
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Alert Limit – along track
To estimate a magnitude of Alert Limit for the odometry calibration function (vital function), let’s
assume that AL approximately equals to 5*sigma – see Track identification section. Then AL ~ 5 *
sigma = 5 * 0.333 = 1.665 m.

Time-to-Alert (TTA)
Odometry calibration requires a train position determination function. TTA (time to alert / time to fault
detection and negation) has usually impact on the final system integrity. A TTA value specification
depends on the safety-related system architecture and the required Safety Integrity Level. A typical
TTA value < 1 second is required for safety systems compliant with SIL 4 .
Conclusion: TTA has to be less than 1 second.
Availability
Availability of the odometry calibration function shall be HIGH [1]. This high-level user qualitative
requirement will be specified in more details (quantitatively) in the deliverable D2.3.
Safety Integrity Level (SIL)
Safety integrity the odometry calibration function shall be Very High and compliant with SIL 4 since
ERTMS odometry is compliant with SIL 4.
Security
Security of the odometry calibration function should be HIGH in order to preserve related RAMS
and confidentiality.

3.1.3 Cold Movement Detection
The ETCS onboard subsystem shall include (according to the ERTMS/ETCS Baseline 3
requirements ) a Cold Movement Detection system. Cold Movement Detection serves to revalidate
the train position upon leaving NP (No Power) , subject to the train not having moved. Maintenance
of a valid position helps to reduce the dependency on operational procedures that result from
degraded operation when starting with an invalid position.
The ETCS Cold Movement Detection function shall only be used to validate stored information if the
information was known to be correct upon entry to NP.
The ETCS Cold Movement Detection function shall invalidate the stored ETCS position information
for any movement in excess of 5 m (Normative). Integration with train operations: Moving a rail
vehicle up to 5 m is considered to be the maximum acceptable distance allowance for revalidating
train position upon leaving NP.
Alert Limit – along track
The Cold Movement Detection function shall only indicate any movement excessing 5 m [16]. This
value is taken as user defined Alert Limit for odometer calibration function.
Accuracy (2*sigma) – along track
The required accuracy of HELMET position determination function intended for the Cold Movement
Detection function depends on the HEMET system solution, on the safety architecture, applied failsafe principles, etc. Based on the experience gained within RHINOS project (AL ~ 5 * sigma) and
considering a composite fail-safety solution together with AL of 5 m, then 1 sigma should be 1 m
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This requirement for accuracy (2*sigma) of 2 m is compliant with the accuracy interval of to the Rail
[1].
Conclusion: Accuracy (2*sigma) of train position determination has to be less than 2 m.
Safety Integrity Level (SIL)
Safety integrity of the Cold Movement Detection function shall be Very High and compliant with SIL
4 since the Cold Movement Detector directly supports the ERTMS virtual balise detection function,
which shall be also compliant with SIL 4.
Availability
Availability of the odometry calibration function shall be HIGH [1]. This high-level user qualitative
requirement will be specified in more details (quantitatively) in the deliverable D2.3.
Security
Security of the cold movement detection function should be HIGH in order to preserve related RAMS
and confidentiality.

3.1.4 Speed accuracy for ERTMS
It is required by ERTMS/ETCS Subset 041, that accuracy of speed known on-board shall be ± 2 km/h
for speed lower than 30 km/h, then increasing linearly up to ± 12 km/h at 500 km/h.

Note: Only in target speed monitoring when the compensation of the speed measurement inaccuracy
is not inhibited: the on-board equipment shall also evaluate a safe confidence interval in case of
malfunctioning.

3.2 AUTO: OPERATIONAL SCENARIOS AND USER REQUIREMENTS
FOR HELMET
In this section, the most demanding automotive operational scenarios from viewpoint of highaccuracy and high-integrity determination for HELMET solutions are described and related user
requirements specified.

Figure 22. Definition of Alert Limit and Protection Level for automated car driving
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Figure 22 outlines determination of lateral Alert Limit, which is used for derivation of HELMET
accuracy for basic operational scenarios in sections below. The following dimensions of passenger
car are used: Car with W_c = 2.1 m and Car length = 5 m. Note in this project phase, only Alert Limit
in lateral direction is determined since AL lateral is more demanding due to the traffic lane width
constrains.
In next sub-sections, basic automated car driving scenarios are described and related high-level
user requirements justified. The scenarios include:
•
•
•

Automated car driving on highway
Automated car driving on local roads
Automated car driving on narrow and curved roads

The main purpose of the analysis is to estimate basic values of Alert Limits and related Accuracies
for HELMET position determination solutions. The main differentiator in these scenarios is a traffic
lane width (W_lane). Since allowed velocity of vehicles depends on the lane width, the commonly
used velocity intervals are allocated to the scenarios. At this high-level user requirements
specification the impact of road/ lane arcs and curvatures is omitted because the main impact on AL
and accuracy has a lane width.
It has been derived and described in HELMET D2.3 that the required Probability of Failure (PF) for
car position determination related to GNSS (in composite fail-safety solution) can be 1 order higher
than the related THR for train position determination, i.e. PF of 1e-5/ hr (for GNSS). The
corresponding K-factor for Alert Limit / Accuracy determination is defined as AL= K * sigma, where
sigma is standard deviation of GNSS position determination.
K – multiplier can be determined for Gaussian error distribution using Matlab as follows:
abs(norminv(1e-5/2 ,0,1)) = 4.4172 ~ 4.4. In next subsections, a K value of 4.4 used for determination
of GNSS accuracy (2*sigma) for all above operational scenarios.
In this report, Alert Limit (in lateral direction) is calculated for a passenger car with a typical car width
(W_c) of 2.1 m. Alert Limit in longitudinal direction is not calculated for these high-level user
requirements because Alert Limit in lateral direction is much more demanding than in longitudinal or
vertical direction.
Note:
It is still questionable if the same level of robustness (safety integrity) of the position determination
function required for high speed scenarios (e.g. on highways) is also required for scenarios with
much lower allowed car velocities (e.g. on narrow roads) where the associated safety risk is also
much lower. It creates a space for relaxing demands on accuracy of GNSS-based position and it
could also lead higher allowed values of sigma for car positioning. This question will be discussed in
later phases of the HELMET project.
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3.2.1 Automated driving on highway
A usual width of traffic lane (W_lane) on highway is 3.6 m. The corresponding car velocity on highway
is usually in a range of 80 - 130 km/ hr.
Alert Limit (lateral)
W_c = 2.1 m; W_lane = 3.6 m
AL = (W_lane – W_c)/ 2 = (3.6 – 2.1)/2 = 0.75 m
GNSS accuracy for car position determination (2*sigma)
AL = K * sigma → 4.4 * sigma
0.75 = 4.4 * sigma → sigma = 0.75/4.4 = 0.1705 m
Accuracy = 2*sigma = 2 * 0.1705 = 0.3409 m ~ 34 cm
Time-to Alert (TTA)
TTA < 1 s. This estimate is based on the experience with high-safety integrity railway systems.
Automotive safety Integrity Level (ASIL)
It is estimated and justified in the deliverable D2.3 (Systems requirements) that ASIL D is required
for car position determination - as a whole system.
Availability
HIGH availability of car position determination function is required because availability has the direct
impact on car safety in this safety-critical (fault-tolerant) system. It results from the analysis of safety
concepts elaborated in the HELMET deliverable D2.2 (CONOPS).
Security
Security of car position determination function shall be HIGH in order to preserve related RAMS
attributes and confidentiality.

3.2.2 Automated driving on local roads
A usual width of lane (W_lane) on a local road is 3 m. The corresponding car velocity on a local road
is usually in a range of 60 - 90 km/ hr, depending on local conditions.
Alert Limit (lateral)
W_c = 2.1 m; W_lane = 3.0 m
AL = (W_lane – W_c)/ 2 = (3.0 - 2.1)/2 = 0.45 m

GNSS accuracy for car position determination (2*sigma)
AL = K * sigma → 4.4 * sigma
0.45 = 4.4 * sigma → sigma = 0.45/4.4 = 0.1023 m
Accuracy = 2*sigma = 2 * 0.1023 = 0.2046 m ~ 20 cm
Time-to Alert (TTA)
TTA < 1 s. This estimate is based on the experience with high-safety integrity railway systems.
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Automotive safety Integrity Level (ASIL)
It is estimated and justified in the deliverable D2.3 (Systems requirements) that ASIL D is required
for car position determination - as a whole system.
Availability
HIGH availability of car position determination function is required because availability has the direct
impact on car safety in this safety-critical (fault-tolerant) system. It results from the analysis of safety
concepts elaborated in the HELMET deliverable D2.2 (CONOPS).
Security
Security of car position determination function shall be HIGH in order to preserve related RAMS
attributes and confidentiality.

3.2.3 Automated driving on narrow and curved roads
A usual width of lane (W_lane) on a narrow and curved roads is 2.5 m. The corresponding car
velocity on a local road (or temporarily narrowed lane during road repair) is usually in a range of 20
- 60 km/ hr, depending on local conditions.
Alert Limit (lateral)
W_c = 2.1 m; W_lane = 2.5 m
AL = (W_lane – W_c)/ 2 = (2.5 - 2.1)/2 = 0.2 m
GNSS accuracy for car position determination (2*sigma)
AL = K * sigma → 4.4 * sigma
0.2 = 4.4 * sigma → sigma = 0.2/4.4 = 0.0455 m
Accuracy = 2*sigma = 2 * 0.0455 = 0.0909 m ~ 9 cm
Time-to Alert (TTA)
TTA < 1 s. This estimate is based on the experience with high-safety integrity railway systems.
Automotive safety Integrity Level (ASIL)
It is estimated and justified in the deliverable D2.3 (Systems requirements) that ASIL D is required
for car position determination - as a whole system.
Availability
HIGH availability of car position determination function is required because availability has the direct
impact on car safety in this safety-critical (fault-tolerant) system. It results from the analysis of safety
concepts elaborated in the HELMET deliverable D2.2 (CONOPS).
Security
Security of car position determination function shall be HIGH in order to preserve related RAMS
attributes and confidentiality.
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3.2.4 Speed accuracy
In many countries the legislated error in speedometer readings is ultimately governed by the United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) Regulation 39 (2017), which covers those
aspects of vehicle type approval that relate to speedometers.
European Union member states must also grant type approval to vehicles meeting similar EU
standards. The ones covering speedometers are similar to the UNECE regulation in that they specify
that:
•
•

The indicated speed must never be less than the actual speed, i.e. it should not be possible to
inadvertently speed because of an incorrect speedometer reading;
The indicated speed must not be more than 110 percent of the true speed plus 4 km/h at
specified test speeds. For example, at 80 km/h, the indicated speed must be no more than
92 km/h.

These requirements related to speed accuracy will be analysed in more details from the automated
car driving viewpoint in the deliverable D2.3.

3.3 UAS/RPAS: OPERATIONAL SCENARIOS AND USER REQUIREMENTS
FOR HELMET
3.3.1 General
This section provides the UAS/RPAS-PIT Station Segment selected Operational Scenarios involving
the most representative rail and automotive Inspection, Monitoring and Traffic Management (IMTM)
Applications that the Aerial Segment will serve so as to establish the related to such applications,
HELMET User Requirements and those exclusively dedicated to the safe aerial operations. The
UAS/RPAS-PIT Station Segment IMTM services shall enhance significantly the Reliability,
Availability, Maintainability and Safety of both Rail and Automotive Operations at a cost-effective
manner (Operations with UAS/RPAS often cost less than using manned aircraft) since UAS/RPAS
operations are particularly effective for missions that are dangerous or tiring:
a) Humans are not put at risk
b) Continuous operations are possible
In various User Surveys on the use of UAS/RPAS on Rail and Road Assets IMTM services, they
were specified the following most required services which shall apply as far as possible to the
scenarios provided in this document:
1) Railway and Road Infrastructural Assets Construction Works Status Inspection and Monitoring
2) Inspection and Evaluation of damages, defects or deformations and cracks of bridges, tunnels,
depot buildings, railway tracks, and road pavement conditions for accessibility;
3) Inspection for maintenance of high value rail and road assets;
4) Perform Aerial imaging to support Geographic Information System (GIS) database for Rail and
Road assets;
5) Perform Rail and Road Assets/Property General Survey and Inventory Control for future Growth
and Development Needs;
6) Surveying and Classifying plant species to be removed and/or relocated while constructing a
future railway track and/or highway and/or Urban or Extra-Urban Road;
7) Monitoring for Improving safety of labour when working on railway, highways and roads;
8) Monitoring Highway, Road (Urban and Extra-Urban) Traffic Conditions, and Tracking Vehicle
movements at important and/or statistically dangerous intersections;
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9) Monitoring and/or Managing Emergency and/or Civil Protection Vehicle Guidance;
10) Tracking, Surveillance and Monitoring of Accidents and/or Post-Accident on railways and
roads;
11) Traffic Data Collection and signage inventory;
12) Surveillance for acts of vandalism on rail and road assets/property, monitoring illegal acts (i.e.
theft) and intrusions in segregated for safety and high value rail and road property.
13) Monitoring for obstacles on railway tracks and roads that will cause incidents and accidents.

3.3.2 Main IMTM UAS/RPAS Operational Scenarios Constraints
IMTM UAS/RPAS for railway and drone are expected to operate within a range of operational
constraints, as follows:
a) Geofencing: Depending on UAS/RPAS size, weight (such as >100 g), speed, operating
altitude and mission, it may be required to operate within specific geographic flight corridors
or defined zones. A map-based UAS/RPAS flight restrictions have been imposed for flights
around civilian and military airports, helipads and flight corridors. The more expensive
UAS/RPAS have capability to have geofencing constraints programmed into the flight control
system in order to prevent inadvertent incursion into unauthorised areas.
b) Weather: Due to their small size and relatively low weight compared to conventional aircraft,
UAS/RPAS are more susceptible to wind, where loss of horizontal position control could pose
safety risks. The more sophisticated and expensive UAS/RPAS will have some degree of
automatic stabilisation and wind shear compensation built into the flight control system.
While light rain may not constrain certain drone operations, if it is associated with low cloud
and low-visibility conditions, it may affect line-of-sight (LOS) operations and degrade visual
imaging payload data quality for certain missions (for example, video or imaging quality from
surveys, asset inspection and security patrols).
c) Hours of Operation: Time constraints on UAS/RPAS operations may include restrictions on
UAS/RPAS operation in the dark, as well as allowable hours of certain drone missions at
night near residential areas out of hours, and over weekends and public holidays. This may
also include limits on UAS/RPAS mission duration. Some flight operations are limited to
daylight hours and visual line-of-sight (VLOS), unless otherwise agreed to with demonstrated
controls in place. Security patrol missions at night may require prior local Civil Aviation
Authority approval (at least for approving the generic patrol mission schedule).
d) Remote Operation Range: Depending on prior notification and agreement with local Civil
Aviation Authority, UAS/RPAS may be constrained to VLOS, EVLOS and BVLOS remote
operation. Additionally, UAS/RPAS are limited by the range of their wireless radio data link,
both for flight control and for mission payload.
e) Endurance: UAS/RPAS operational endurance may be subject to constraints such as fuel
limits or battery charge limits. This may affect range of operations and mission duration,
including loiter time over the mission area and total range. Just like a larger sized aircraft, a
UAS/RPAS faces a payload versus range trade-off, and this is currently a more pronounced
issue with battery-powered UAS/RPAS until the technology improves. This may drive
decisions to procure a larger long endurance UAS/RPAS, or to procure a fleet of smaller
UAS/RPAS to be deployed in a relay as each UAS/RPAS consumes its fuel or energy supply.
For the purpose of the HELMET project the development and employment of PIT Station
Network has the specific purpose among others to provide and assure UAS/RPAS
operational endurance and availability.
f) Weight and Size: UAS/RPAS weight and size limitations are regulated by EASA (as
mentioned in previous sections of this document) in terms of licensing and restrictions on
operations and depending on the particular use case and associated mission requirement,
the UAS/RPAS size and weight may be relevant as an operational constraint in this project.
However, for IMTM Railway and Road applications may be considered the employments of
various small UAS/RPAS configurations for specific mission capabilities and performances.
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g) Operational Altitude: EASA limits UAS/RPAS flight operations to 120 m above ground level
(AGL) for most civilian UAS/RPAS including Railway and Road IMTM applications operations
and will require prior EASA notification and approval to exceed this altitude constraints.
However, the totality of the HELMET IMTM UAS/RPAS railway and road applications will
require very low flight altitudes (approximately from 1m to 80m AGL).
h) Security: Depending on the particular use case and associated mission profiles for railway
and road IMTM, UAS/RPAS will require some level of security against criminal attack,
including both physical and cyber security controls. In addition to security constraints placed
by local Civil Aviation Authorities on its UAS/RPAS operations, there are security constraints
placed by third party agencies, including Defence, for operations close to security-sensitive
sites.
i) Noise: UAS/RPAS IMTM railway and road operations may be constrained by environmental
noise emission limits and how these may affect operations over or near residential areas and
hospitals, as well as other areas where the noise may have adverse environmental effects
on nesting birds and other animals. UAS/RPAS HELMET operations shall need to ensure
compliance of their operations with the EU and EASA Protection of the Environment
Operations Regulations.
j) Privacy: UAS/RPAS IMTM railway and road operations may be constrained by privacy
requirements, such as in private residential areas, but even in public places there are
requirements in the law that limit or prohibit the unauthorised video or imaging of private
persons without their express authorisation. Mission plans will need to account for these
privacy constraints as per EU and local State Member Regulations.
k) Human proximity: EASA limits UAS/RPAS flight operations to no less than 30 m from
humans (other than the UAS/RPAS pilot, mission owner and other authorised staff). As
mentioned in section 2.3.1 of this document, depending on particular use cases and
UAS/RPAS weight constraints, an IMTM UAS/RPAS for railway and road applications may
need to operate within the 30 m human proximity limit, provided it is operating within a
controlled site with safe working arrangements including physical barriers, and authorised
staff working with suitable personal protective equipment (such as hard hats, protective
eyewear and gloves).
l) Human Factors: IMTM UAS/RPAS that require manual remote piloted operation will place
constraints on the operator workload, situational awareness, and other human factors and
ergonomic constraints that may limit safe and efficient operation within that use case.
Increasing UAS/RPAS automation may improve this, but degraded and emergency modes
will need to be considered where automated functions fail and result in reversion to human
operation.
m) Safety Related Constraints: safety requirements for the IMTM UAS/RPAS railway and road
operations and use cases shall need to consider a range of physical and operational safety
controls, including but not limited to the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)

certified safety-critical flight control systems and avionics
crashworthy body design with crumple zones and impact protection
redundant power, propulsion and flight control subsystems
Remote Pilot (RP) warning systems and indicators

Safety features such as obstacle avoidance and/or detect and avoid, automatic return to base (for
this project such support base shall be the PIT Station) on low battery, prevention of injury in case
of critical flight system failure, may need to be provisioned in UAS/RPAS regulations. UAS/RPAS,
including fully autonomous ones equipped with pre-programmed routes, may suffer from poor
visibility in some weather conditions, requiring regulations on flying in bad weather. Many of these
safety constraints are addressed within other constraints imposed by EASA and/or Local Member
EU State Civil Aviation Authorities, such as UAS/RPAS weight, operating height, proximity to
humans, and line-of-sight.
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3.3.3 Potential Sensor Technologies and Process Capabilities Required for
the IMTM UAS/RPAS for Railway and Road Operational Applications.
In terms of payload sensor technology (see Fig. 23) for Urban/Sub-Urban roads, highways and
railway IMTM applications, the following most common types of sensors are used depending on the
mission and aerial work and purposes of the project CONOPs:

Figure 23. Example of payload sensor technology

a) High Definition (HD) Camera and/or Multispectral Sensor Visual Inspection and Monitoring –
Railway Track, Highway/Road Pavements and Bridges Operational Scenarios, the main potential
technologies and processes are:
1) HD camera and/or Multispectral Sensor payload
2) Live transmission
3) Close up images
4) Pre-planned flight
5) Image Processing Methods:
➢ Balanced Histogram Thresholding (BHT)
➢ Hue Saturation Value (HSV)
➢ P-Colour Threshold
b) Infrared Thermography for Inspection and Monitoring of Railway, Highway/Road Infrastructures
(Pavements, Tracks, Bridges etc.) and Disaster Response Management Operational Scenarios,
the main potential technologies and processes are:
1) Infra-red camera payload
2) Live transmission
3) Defect inspection
➢ Cracks
➢ Holes
➢ Leaks
4) Disaster response management
➢ Search and rescue (SAR)
c) Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) for Inspection and Survey of Railway, Highway/Road
Infrastructures and Asset Management Operational Scenarios, the main potential technologies
and processes are:
1) Surface condition survey
2) Crack detection
3) 3D pothole geometry
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4) Grade model
5) Rut model
6) Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
7) Building elevation model
d) Other: Robotic Arm Extender Holding Ultrasonic Equipment: for Inspection and Survey of
Railway, Highway/Road Infrastructures and Asset Management Operational Scenarios, the main
potential technologies and processes are:
1) Payload for Multi-rotor and/or Hybrid UAS/RPAS
2) Holds ultrasound equipment
3) Arm end holds transducer
4) Easy to maneuver around
5) 360 degree 3 axis movement
6) Extendable reach on walls
7) Allows safe distance between wall & UA/RPA
8) Controlled manually by ground station

3.3.4 Overview of the Common Required UAS/RPAS Operational
Scenarios Framework for Railway and Road IMTM Applications
The required common UAS/RPAS Operational Framework for all Railway and Road IMTM Applications
is based on the existing studies and can be classified into the following seven components:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Operational Framework Definition,
Flight Planning,
Flight Implementation,
Data Acquisition,
Data Processing and Analysis,
Data Interpretation and
Optimized Traffic Application.
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Figure 24. Required UAS/RPAS Operational Framework for Railway and Road IMTM Applications Block Diagram

1) Operational Framework Definition: The first module of the Required UAS/RPAS Operational
Framework for Railway and Road IMTM Applications involves the definition of the scope and
identification of the specific operational mission to be conducted and its related scenario(s) - see Fig.
24. This is a critical step in defining the specific mission needs in terms of objectives, applicable
regulations, standards, procedures and operational means. After the establishment of the above, the
railways and road asset elements to be inspected, monitored and analysed are selected. This can
be an intersection, a road or railway segment, a ramp, a bridge, a tunnel or a combination of them.
In the Performance measures step, the parameters to be determined for the analysis are selected
such as traffic volume, number of lane changes, vehicle and/or train classification, vehicle and/or
train velocities, acceleration/deceleration, number of conflicts etc. The type of traffic parameters to
be derived from the UAS/RPAS videos or other optical sensors shall also define the type of UA/RPA
flight to be conducted e.g. extract the vehicle trajectories across the different legs of the intersection
by just making the UA/RPA hover (constant altitude, zero velocity) above an intersection.
2) Flight Planning: The Flight Planning Stage involves the preparation for the implementation of the
actual UAV flight for the collection of the required data. With the significant increase in the number of
UAVs, state laws are now being formulated and implemented all over the world to avoid major
mishaps. In this situation, the UAV flight planning step has become even more important. This implies
that an in-depth flight planning, based on the project parameters or scope is essential. Based on the
literature survey of the traffic related UAV studies, the whole process of the UAV flight planning may
be classified into three main categories; safety, environment and route planning aspects, as shown in
Figure 25.
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Figure 25. Flight Planning Process Steps

These three categories include all the aspects that are critical for ensuring a successful UA/RPA flight
operation. First of all, the flying zone category must be evaluated with the help of the local flying zone
maps. Also, a safe distance has to be maintained from the active airfields and from other sensitive
installations. Based on the relevant flying zone, safety thresholds and other project characteristics, the
flight parameters may be selected during the flight planning process. This is followed by an acquisition
of a flight permit from the concerned department. This process shall become easier with the
employment of UAS/RPAS local and global flight management platforms which shall automate a
number of steps involved ensuring safety and attaining flight permits.
The specific location characteristics of the railway and road infrastructural environment where the flight
operations will be performed must also be considered in quest for an optimal set of flight parameters
including of alternatives or contingency plans in case of emergencies. Apart from the spatial planning
for the UA/RPA flight, a temporal planning is also necessary. This requires a special deliberation
towards the weather and wind conditions in the area of interest along with the optimal selection for the
time of the day. For example, the conduct of UA/RPA flight operations at noon, as the shadows are
minimal during this time of the day, ultimately can result in an easier and higher quality analysis of the
sensor and/or video data. Also, the interference effects of electromagnetic emissions and the status of
GNSS satellites especially in case of an automated and/or autonomous UA/RPA flight must also be
considered during the planning phase.
With the advancement in the technology, UA/RPA flight planning tools have been developed that enable
a more systematic and automated and/or autonomous flight operation. Using such tools, the users can
mark the waypoints along the desired path. The users can plan and upload the exact route of the flight
to the UA/RPA for an automated flight. Mission Planner and Command and Control ground stations are
examples of such software. However, a backup certified pilot in line of sight (LOS) is compulsory even
for automated UAV flights in the civilian domain due to security and insurance constraints.
3) Flight Implementation Stage: During the flight implementation Stage, the UA/RPA actually flies
over an area of interest as per planned flight path/route. The specific flight shall be conducted on the
basis of the parameters decided during the flight planning stage. The flight depending upon the
user’s preference and flying expertise is controlled either manually via the radio controller or
automatically via the auto-pilot function. This step in conjunction with the flight planning requires a
number of safety and legal issues to be carefully addressed as mentioned in the previous procedure.
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During the UA/RPA flight implementation, it is also that the sensed data is of the highest quality thus
not blurred or shaky or wobbly. While minor stability issues can be handled during the pre-processing
stages, the payload sensor platform has to be stable enough to achieve a high quality video and/or
imagery. For this purpose, most UAVs hold a gimbal (3-axis) which allows the rotation of the camera
about a single axis only. The gimbal has its own motion sensors (similar to those that hold the
UA/RPA stable) and small motors. It keeps the motion of the sensor independent (within certain
limits) from the motions of the UA/RPA (motions from tilting to move forward or sideways, or when
hit by a gust of wind). The payload operator shall be able to aim the sensor at will (overriding the
‘lock’ of the sensor position relative to the environment).
4) Data Acquisition: The acquisition of data from the UA/RPA shall also be a critical step of the
IMTM operational framework and is largely dependent on the scope of the required railway and road
specific applications. The data that has to be acquired from the UA/RPA includes the high quality
UA/RPA sensed and recorded data of the area of interest by the payload sensors (infrared, thermal,
ultrasonic etc.) mounted on the UA/RPA. In some cases, the flight telemetry data (altitude, horizontal
speed, vertical speed along with the position and the orientation data) which is also acquired from
the UA/RPA in order to calibrate the sensed data. The integration of position and orientation data
generated by the navigation unit of the UA/RPA leads to a reduction of the number of physical control
points that are required for the orientation and calibration of the UA/RPA sensed data. Overall, the
scope specific data is acquired from the UAV and is then further treated and processed during the
later stages of the operations framework. The data acquisition can be real-time or offline depending
upon the requirements of the specific mission. Most of the known Inspection and Survey operations
employ an offline processing approach in which the data is acquired and processed after the
completion of the UA/RPA flight. On the other hand, the majority of the Monitoring and Traffic
Management (i.e. real time vehicle tracking and/or patrolling railway and road assets for surveillance)
applications will be transmitting real time sensed data to the IMTM Operations Centre.
5) Data Processing & Analysis: Sensed Data Processing and Analysis is one of the critical steps of
the operations framework that enables the IMTM railway and road operations personnel to easily
collect detailed trajectory data and at the same time have a visual (real and/or non-real observation
of the specific mission resulted work). However, the analysis of a traffic stream from a video recorded
via an unstable aerial platform i.e. a UA/RPA is a relatively new topic. This process is more complex
as compared to the analysis of a moving traffic stream from a stationary or fixed camera system.
Multiple approaches have been employed in the existing literature for the processing and analysis
of the UA/RPA based traffic data. These approaches can be broadly classified into two categories:
a) Semi-Automated Sensed Data Analysis: The semi-automated sensed data processing and
analysis approach has been employed in a number of IMTM related UA/RPA operations. Such
an approach is easy to set up and ensures a high level of accuracy and reliability. Also, no
complex image processing algorithms are required which implies that far less computational
power is needed. On the other hand, this approach is more laborious and generally requires
more manpower as it generally involves the establishment of some physical ground control
points (GCPs) or have certain lengths accurately measured on the site in order to calibrate the
UA/RPA images.
b) Automated Sensed Data Analysis: An automated analysis of the UA/RPA acquired sensed data
involves a series of advanced image processing filters and techniques in order to detect and
track the relevant railway and road users. The automated sensed data analysis is gaining
popularity especially for the real-time traffic monitoring and tracking applications. Although such
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an approach is quick and requires minimal manpower, it still has some limitations. Generally,
the accuracy of such systems fluctuates dramatically with changes in conditions such as light,
climate etc. Additionally, the automated system requires a high computational power and is
difficult to initially set up as it involves complex algorithms for each sub-task of the analysis. In
the case of the analysis of the UA/RPA-based traffic footage involves some pre-processing and
stabilization procedures. These are necessary in order to make the video ready for the actual
analyses steps. After the Geo-Referencing or calibration of the images to the real coordinate
system, the detection and tracking of different railway and road users is carried out either
automatically or semi-automatically as exposed earlier.
6) Data Interpretation: The interpretation of the processed IMTM sensed data is the next step in the
operations framework. The interpretation shall be done with the help of different types of graphs and
charts that are generated as an output of the data analysis procedures. This step too, along with the
preceding steps of the present operations framework, is directly dependent on the scope of the
specific railway and road applications. For instance, the trajectories of the vehicles or other road
users extracted during the analysis part are displayed in x-y planar graphs to understand the
behaviour and trend of the road users.
7) Optimized IMTM Applications: The optimized conclusion of the specifically planned IMTM
operation(s) in accordance with its scope is the final step in the UA/RPA based analysis framework.
The optimization of specific IMTM parameters determined during the analysis and interpretation
steps shall be employed to improve the existing train and road IMTM models which they will
ultimately also help in solving the real world traffic management situations. For example, this
application dependent optimization may include a number of traffic related objectives such as traffic
signal optimization, observation of drivers’ behaviours, lane change manoeuvres etc. Moreover, a
real-time information system can optimize the traffic operation by sending alerts to the concerned
departments in case of incidents and emergencies. By comparing the IMTM parameters obtained
via the analysis of the UA/RPA acquired data with the IMTM parameters obtained via macrosimulation models.

3.3.5 IMTM UAS/RPAS Operational Environment Framework
The UAS/RPAS Operational Environment Framework applicable for IMTM railway and road
applications is that of rail and road themselves and regards the GNSS PVT and Augmentation services
performance under such environment. All the aerial operations in VLOS, EVLOS and BVLOS mode at
VLL conditions considered herein are performed within the railway and road area of normal operations.
Therefore, for the scenarios provided herein, the operational environment framework will be as follows:
1)

Open Sky Regional and Sub-Urban IMTM UAS/RPAS Operational Environment: The Open Sky
Environment for IMTM UAS/RPAS Operations is characterized by a good satellite visibility if the total
number of GNSS satellites in view are appropriate for the PVT computation and are more than the
minimum number for PVT computation. Moreover, an open sky environment is characterized by
good satellite visibility if the overall geometry of the various GNSS satellites with respect to the user
receiver results in a low DOP. Under the IMTM UAS/RPAS operational scenarios, these two
conditions should be satisfied continuously with rare interruptions. In addition, an open sky
environment also provides good EGNOS satellite visibility in terms of line of sight reception, with rare
and limited reduction of such visibility.

2) Restricted Regional and Sub-Urban IMTM UAS/RPAS Operational Environment: The Restricted
Environment is characterized by frequent interruptions of satellite visibility, and a significant reduction
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of the number of available GNSS satellites for PVT computation and consequently a large value of
the DOP. A restricted environment is also characterized by a continuously changing visibility of
individual satellites and GNSS signal multiple reflections (multipath) or also with no direct reception
of the satellite signal (NLOS Non-Line Of Sight reception). In a restricted environment, the EGNOS
satellites might only be visible sporadically. Typical restricted environment areas are:
a) Tunnels, under bridges
b) Vicinity to other Infrastructures such as Industrial Areas, Airports etc.
c) Woods/Forests
d) Mountains and Canyons

3) Urban/Local Operational Environment: The Urban/Local Environment is characterized by frequent
interruptions of satellite visibility, with the number of available GNSS satellites for PVT computation
significantly reduced, and a continuous changing visibility of individual satellites and consequently
a continuously changing DOP value greater than a minimum number. This is combined with high
probability of multipath and NLOS phenomena affecting GNSS signals, largely due to reflections
and obstructions created by surrounding buildings.
It is important to stress that all of the above Operational Environments are subjected to variable
intensity EMI phenomena caused naturally or are man-made together with the various other naturally
occurring environmental conditions (temperature, rain, snow, wind, radiation etc.) which can influence
the overall needed GNSS performance as two-way (up-link, downlink) interference.

3.3.6 Typical Flight Operative Modes Applicable to IMTM UAS/RPAS Operations
Herein is provided an overview of the most common operative modes available on off-the-shelf small
UAS/RPAS. The SW integration level of the UA/RPA and the pilot’s workload is intended on a
qualitative scale of five values: None, Low, Medium, High, Very High.
1) MANUAL: (UAS/RPAS attitude and height control only) In manual mode the pilot has full control
of the aircraft; the FCU automatically controls the attitude of the UA/RPA on the horizontal plane
to keep always a levelled flight and the height’s control. No other control or software assistance
is provided by the FCU in this flight mode. The pilot’s commands are always mixed with the
attitude and height control and are never overridden by on-board software in normal flight
conditions. The integration of on-board SW is: Medium. The pilot’s workload is: High.
2) ASSISTED: (Positioning, UAS/RPAS attitude and height control): In assisted mode the pilot has
full control of the aircraft; the FCU automatically controls the attitude of the UA/RPA, the height
and the horizontal position control. In this mode the UA/RPA is capable of hovering with
outstanding precision in a fixed point in open sky. The wind’s effect is autonomously corrected
by using the on-board GNSS receiver. The pilot’s commands are always mixed with on board
software control the and never overridden by on-board navigation software in normal flight
conditions. The integration of on-board SW is: High The pilot’s workload is: Medium.
3) IOC (Intelligent Orientation Control): The IOC operating mode is a simplified flight mode useful to
ease the pilot in normal and emergency flight manoeuvres and it is valuable for some VLOS
operations. IOC can be switched only from Assisted mode with sufficient GNSS satellite coverage,
used for UA/RPA position determination. In IOC flight mode the pilot’s console control sticks are
independent from aircraft’s heading, but are referred to the aircraft HOME point position. The
integration of on-board SW is: High The pilot’s workload is: Medium.
4) AUTO (Waypoint Navigation): In Auto (automatic) flight mode the pilot has no control of the aircraft
during (autopilot) navigation, but he/she can always disengage autopilot system and take back
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full control of the aircraft in any moment. In this mode the aircraft is capable to implement an
automatic flight plan with programmed waypoints. The integration of on-board SW is: High The
pilot’s workload is: Low.
Finally, there is an additional operational flight mode (Failsafe) which is handled internally by the
FCU software. Failsafe is triggered by events or subsystems failures (e.g. Loss of C2 link), but it can
also be switched by the pilot in emergency flight conditions forcing the aircraft to land or to return to
home autonomously as it should be described in the emergency procedures of the UA/RPA manual.
In Figure 26 it is reported a graph showing the possible transitions among different operational
modes (aircraft status). The red dotted arrows stands for autonomous transitions handled by on
board software, the black ones stands for pilot’s driven operational modes changes.

Figure 26. Possible Transitions among Different Flight Modes

The failsafe operating mode, when is automatically driven through the on-board software, forces the
aircraft to implement autonomously one of the following procedures:
a) Return-to-Home: Failsafe RTH is activated automatically if the remote C2 signal is lost for
more than 3 seconds provided that the Home Point has been successfully recorded and the
compass is working normally. The pilot can interrupt (override) the Return-To-Home procedure and
regain full control of the aircraft if the remote controller signal is recovered.
b) Auto-Landing: Failsafe auto landing is activated automatically if the remote controller signal
(including video relay signal) is lost for more than 3 seconds and there’s no sufficient GNSS signal
for RTH procedure.
In terms of IMTM UAS/RPAS-PIT Station Flight Operations for Railway and Road, the intended
system architecture for all IMTM UAS/RPAS scenarios is shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27. Overall IMTM UAS/RPAS-PIT Operational Scenario Application for HELMET

Figure 27 shows the generic operational architectural scheme for railway IMTM applications.
However, the same architecture will be also applicable to the automotive road and highway assets.
The entire IMTM UAS/RPAS Rail and Road operational scenarios shall be constrained by virtual
fences, an example for railway UAS/RPAS operations is shown in Figure 28 below:

Figure 28. Example of IMTM UAS/RPAS Rail Operational Scenario with the Operational Area Constrained by Virtual
Fences

For the time being it is proposed a study case of a UAS/RPAS that operates in a way that it will require
at all times the pilot’s presence and supervision in the fail-safe mode that could be accepted for initial
service experimentation form designed institutions. UAS/RPAS avionics could be embedded with:
1) EGNSS rx with dual antenna for heading/ attitude control
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2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

IMU (accelerometer, gyro)
Magnetic compass, barometer
SW for position and navigation integration based on Kalman filter
Autopilot
On board SW controller with FDIR
Augmentation/UTM control communication link (can be included in the C2 link)
Remote C2 communication link
VBN (visual based navigation) on the basis of PIT station reference and sleeper coding, used
for navigation check-point and attitude calibration.
The basic operation consists of transfer from the PIT station A to the PIT station B along the railway
and road infrastructure. Figure 29 shows schematically the PIT to PIT Operation:

Figure 29. UAS/RPAS Operation PIT to PIT Schematic

The specific operations are:
1) PIT Station A
➢ Check and confirm the UAV identifier
➢ Refuel UAV
➢ Set local coordinate and target PIT coordinate
➢ Compute trajectory
➢ Select altitude and speed
➢ Select positioning accuracy AL and PL
➢ Set fence box vertical and horizontal limits
➢ Set recovery actions
➢ Set alternative reference positioning and navigation objects
➢ Set operative modes (i.e. observation, data gathering, etc.)
➢ Set communication operative frequencies and encryption keys
➢ Verify communication links operations
➢ Take-off on pilot command through local authorization (and UTM)
2) En-Route/Aerial Work
Then the UA/RPA takes off and reach the operative altitude. The trajectory is controlled by ha on
board auto-pilot. Any displacement from the trajectory is timely compensated by the navigation
system based on integrated avionics sensors including GNSS rx. The positioning error is verified
through the integrity mechanism. During the en-route the PIT station transmit to the UAV integrity
data and augmentation data for improving accuracy. The PIT station can be also the autonomous
means for controlling and commanding the UA/RPA as alternative to other systems. Because the
small UA/RPA can’t usually communicate directly with the Communications satellite the PIT station
can operate as relay. The augmentation data comes form HELMET core service centre. In case
there is a real time link between pilot and RPAS then it is possible to re-plan operation or take direct
control of the RPAS.
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Then the UA/RPA reach the PIT station B. Initialize the landing procedure automatic or assisted by pilot
In case of automatic the procedure foreseen speed reduction, attitude acquisition, reference signal
acquisition form PIT station. (ie augmentation for attitude and heading or RTK data).
3) PIT station B
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Hand over of communication links form PITA to PITB
Acquire reference signal or data for landing (supported by optical or RF augmentation)
Precision approach category I/II/III
Landing
Refuelling
Dump acquired data for tx to Pilot or users via ground or space networks
Check-up health
Reprogram operation as for station A
Goes next PIT stations

As mentioned before, the PIT stations tx to the UAV and pilot the integrity levels of position accuracy and
receive back current position of UA/RPA that is then tx to the UTM. Any violation of trajectory or nonplanned actions are immediately tx to the pilot. Basically, the UA/RPA operation area is thought not
accessible for other UA/RPA or aircraft however a ADS-B tx only transponder will be added to avionics.
In principle only cooperative S&A are expected in the area and intrusions are communicated via UTM to
the PIT stations that can estimate collision risk and communicate them to pilot together with potential
avoidance trajectories.

Figure 30. Obstacle detection by UAV

Any other activity in the operational aerospace shall be communicated to the pilot for flight re-planning.
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Figure 31. Example of UAS/RPAS Railway IMTM Application

3.3.7 UAS/RPAS IMTM Railway and Road Operational Scenarios
The following subsections provide a number of representative and not exhaustive scenarios for
UAS/RPAS Railway and Road IMTM Applications within the Open Sky, Restricted and Urban/Local
environmental operational conditions (see Fig. 30 and 31).

3.3.7.1 UAS/RPAS Inspection of Railway and Road Assets In Concurrent
Operational Scenarios
A) SCENARIO: Three (3) small UAS/RPAS of the HELMET Support Services Network (which
includes the PIT stations installed along the Railway and Road Systems) are involved in concurrent
Inspection operations of a railway tunnel for maintenance, a railway metallic bridge structural
condition and a road pavement condition in the UTM airspace under open sky, restricted and
urban/local environmental operational conditions. The first UAS/RPAS is a small rotary wing (quadcopter) involved in the tunnel inspection mission performing an Infrared Thermography in VLOS flight
mode in restricted operational environment conditions (tunnel). The second UAS/RPAS is also a
small rotary wing as the first with a Robotic Arm Extender Holding Ultrasonic Equipment and it is
involved in inspecting a metallic railway bridge in an urban/local area. The third UAS/RPAS is a fixed
wing hybrid type equipped with a Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) sensor performing a road
pavement condition inspection under open sky environmental conditions at BVLOS mode. All of the
UAS/RPAS involved can be fully supported by the PIT Stations distributed in strategic locations
within the HELMET Network service areas. All UAS/RPAS involved have a fail-safe flight mode
capabilities and they have an approved flight plan by the local UTM and they aren’t to exceed 100m
altitude AGL during flight operations within the established geo-fencing restrictions.
B) SCENARIO FLIGHT PHASES, MISSION ENDURANCE AND RANGE: The Scenario Flight
Phases for all UAS/RPAS involved are Pre-Flight, Take-off, Arrival to the mission area, Performance
of the Planned Aerial Work and Return to Base (Landing), Post-Flight Operations. However, there
are some slight differences on the planned aerial work. For the first two, most of the aerial work is at
hovering conditions at low altitude from o.5m-20m (vertical) and lateral movements (25cm-10m)
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focusing at the inspection zone of the asset, while the third UAS/RPAS will have more complex flight
trajectory going from straight flight up to 1km and back, to loitering and hovering periods around the
target area at altitudes that can vary from 5m to 100m. All operational steps described in section
3.3.4 are applicable. Taking into account of the single UAS/RPAS involved in the above missions
performance capabilities the mean endurance will be 90min (without PIT Station Support) while the
range will be variable from 500m to 30km.
C) UAS/RPAS INSPECTION OPERATIONS GNSS REQUIREMENTS (see Table 17)
Table 17. Requirements for GNSS from viewpoint of UAS/RPAS inspection operations
INSPECTION MISSION
(RAIL/AUTOMOTIVE)
Position/Navigation
GEO-Awareness

ACCURACY
HORIZONTAL

ACCURACY
VERTICAL

1 m /10m

1 m /10m

1 – 2× 10–7

1s (HOT)6s(COLD)

1–1×10–4/h to 1–1×10–8/h

0.95-0.99

1m

1m

1 – 2× 10–7

1s (HOT)6s(COLD)

1–1×10–4/h to 1–1×10–8/h

0.95-0.99

INTEGRITY TIME-TO-ALERT

CONTINUITY

AVAILABILITY

D) U-SPACE SERVICES:
1) U1: Pre-tactical Geofencing;
2) U2: Strategic Deconfliction; Flight Planning Management, Weather Information
E) ACTORS INVOLVED:
1) UTM Controller
2) UAS/RPAS Pilot, Aerial Services Management and Flight Line Support Personnel
3) HELMET Service Provider
4) Railway Assets Management
5) Road and Highway Assets Management
F) OTHER APPLICATIONS FEASIBLE UNDER THE SCENARIO:
Railway and Road Infrastructural Inspections
➢ Crack detection and inspection
➢ Rut and pothole detection
➢ Delamination detection
➢ Sight distance, slope, grade, and contours
➢ Ancillary and Support installations associated with railways and roads (water pipelines, electrical
infrastructure, etc.

3.3.7.2 UAS/RPAS Monitoring of Railway and Road Assets Operational
Scenarios
A) SCENARIO: A small Fixed Wing Hybrid UAS/RPAS of the HELMET Support Services Network
(which includes the PIT stations installed along the Railway and Road Systems) is involved in
Monitoring operations of a railway line and roads in the following missions:
a) Accident/Incident Occurrence;
b) Situational Awareness,
c) Difficult Terrain, Safety, or Manoeuvrability,
d) Natural Disaster Event;
e) Fatal Crash Scene Mapping
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Under the conditions UTM airspace of open sky or restricted or urban/local environmental
operational conditions. The UAS/RPAS is mainly equipped with a Video HD sensor performing the
above operations (missions) in scheduled and/or non-scheduled flight planning (due to the nature of
the operation of some sub-scenarios which evolve in a dynamic and non foreseen ways) and
transmitting in real-time and/or near-real-time the recorded events to the appropriate actors for action
and/or information. The UAS/RPAS involved can be fully supported by the PIT Stations distributed
in strategic locations within the HELMET Network service areas. This UAS/RPAS has a fail-safe
flight mode capabilities, it will fly almost always at a BVLOS mode patrolling a big area within the
railway and road assets perimeter (sometimes at 20-30km distance from base) and they have an
approved flight plan by the local UTM and they aren’t to exceed 120m altitude AGL during flight
operations within the established geo-fencing restrictions.
B) SCENARIO FLIGHT PHASES, MISSION ENDURANCE AND RANGE: The Scenario Flight
Phases for all UAS/RPAS involved are Pre-Flight, Take-off, Arrival to the mission area, Performance
of the Planned Aerial Work and Return to Base (Landing), Post-Flight Operations. UAS/RPAS will
have a complex flight trajectory composed of straight flight, loitering and hovering periods around
the target area at altitudes that can vary from 10 to 120m. All operational steps described in section
3.3.4 are applicable. Taking into account of the single UAS/RPAS involved in the above missions
performance capabilities the mean endurance will be 120min (without PIT Station Support) while the
range will be variable from up to 30km.
C) UAS/RPAS MONITORING OPERATIONS GNSS REQUIREMENTS (see Table 18)
Table 18. Requirements for GNSS from viewpoint of UAS/RPAS monitoring operations
INSPECTION MISSION
(RAIL/AUTOMOTIVE)
Position/Navigation
GEO-Awareness

HORIZONTAL
ACCURACY

VERTICAL
ACCURACY

INTEGRITY

TIME-TO-ALERT

CONTINUITY

AVAILABILITY

1 m /10m

1 m /10m

1 – 2× 10–7

1s (HOT)6s(COLD)

1–1×10–4/h to 1–1×10–8/h

0.95-0.99

1m

1m

1 – 2× 10–7

1s (HOT)6s(COLD)

1–1×10–4/h to 1–1×10–8/h

0.95-0.99

D) U-SPACE SERVICES:
1) U1: Pre-tactical Geofencing;
2) U2: Strategic Deconfliction; Flight Planning Management, Weather Information
E) ACTORS INVOLVED:
1) UTM Controller
2) UAS/RPAS Pilot, Aerial Services Management and Flight Line Support Personnel
3) HELMET Service Provider
5) Rail, Road and Highway Assets Management
F) OTHER APPLICATIONS FEASIBLE UNDER THE SCENARIO:
➢ Visual location of victims on the accident scene
➢ Aerial damage assessment
➢ UA/RPA resource (food/water) delivery
➢ Medical first aid kit delivery
➢ UA/RPA with LiDAR damage monitoring and assessment
➢ Monitoring Natural Disaster
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3.3.7.3 UAS/RPAS Traffic Management of Railway and Road Operational
Scenario
The UAS/RPAS Traffic Management of Railway and Road Operational Scenario is a subset of the
Monitoring Operations. However, Traffic Management has some peculiarities within the Monitoring task
and thus will be assessed separately.
A) SCENARIO: A small Fixed Wing Hybrid or a Multi-Rotor UAS/RPAS of the HELMET shall Support
Services Network (which includes the PIT stations installed along the Railway and Road Systems)
involved in Traffic Management operations mainly for roads for the following specific missions:
1) Live traffic monitoring and control
2) Work zone management
3) Traffic data collection
4) Incident management at real time
5) Real-time traffic impact assessment
6) Monitoring congestion of roadways
7) Monitoring activities at traffic intersections
8) Assessment of traffic patterns
9) Crash investigation
10) Forensic mapping
11) Support Intelligent Transportation
12) System (ITS) application of highway and transportation infrastructure monitoring
13) Urban highway traffic monitoring
14) Level of Service (LOS) determination
15) Estimation of average annual daily travel
16) Measuring origin-destination flows
17) Traffic-related pollution monitoring
Under the conditions UTM airspace of open sky or restricted or urban/local environmental operational
conditions. The UAS/RPAS is mainly equipped with a Video HD sensor or LIDAR performing the above
operations (missions) in scheduled and/or non-scheduled flight planning (due to the nature of the
operation of some sub-scenarios which evolve in a dynamic and non foreseen ways) and transmitting
in real-time and/or near-real-time the recorded events to the appropriate actors for action and/or
information. The UAS/RPAS involved can be fully supported by the PIT Stations distributed in strategic
locations within the HELMET Network service areas. This UAS/RPAS has a fail-safe flight mode
capabilities, it will fly almost always at a EVLOS and BVLOS modes patrolling a big area within mainly
the road assets perimeter (sometimes at 20-30km distance from base) and they have an approved flight
plan by the local UTM and they aren’t to exceed 120m altitude AGL during flight operations within the
established geo-fencing restrictions.
B) SCENARIO FLIGHT PHASES, MISSION ENDURANCE AND RANGE: The Scenario Flight
Phases for all UAS/RPAS involved are Pre-Flight, Take-off, Arrival to the mission area, Performance
of the Planned Aerial Work and Return to Base (Landing), Post-Flight Operations. UAS/RPAS will
have a complex flight trajectory composed of straight flight, loitering and hovering periods around
the target area at altitudes that can vary from 30 to 120m. All operational steps described in section
3.3.4 are applicable. Taking into account of the single UAS/RPAS involved in the above missions
performance capabilities the mean endurance will be 120min (without PIT Station Support) while the
range will be variable from up to 30km.
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C) UAS/RPAS TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS GNSS REQUIREMENTS (see Table 19)
Table 19. Requirements for GNSS from viewpoint of UAS/RPAS traffic management operations
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
(RAIL/AUTOMOTIVE)
Position/Navigation
GEO-Awareness

ACCURACY
HORIZONTAL

ACCURACY
VERTICAL

INTEGRITY

TIME-TO-ALERT

CONTINUITY

10m / 30m

10m / 30m

1 – 2× 10–7

1s (HOT)-10 s(COLD)

1–1×10–4/h to 1–1×10–8/h

1m

1m

1 – 2× 10–7

1s (HOT)-6s(COLD)

1–1×10–4/h to 1–1×10–8/h

AVAILABILITY
0.95 to 0.99
0.95 to 0.99

D) U-SPACE SERVICES:
1) U1: Pre-tactical Geofencing;
2) U2: Strategic Deconfliction; Flight Planning Management, Weather Information
E) ACTORS INVOLVED:
1) UTM Controller
2) UAS/RPAS Pilot, Aerial Services Management and Flight Line Support Personnel
3) HELMET Service Provider
5) Rail, Road and Highway Assets Management

4. SUMMARY OF HIGH-LEVEL USER
REQUIREMENTS FOR HELMET
The summary of fundamental high-level user requirements related to HELMET solutions intended for
multi-modal transportation is shown in Table 20 and Table 21, while Table 22 provides a summary of
user requirements for UAS/RPAS as a segment and as support to railway and automotive safety
applications.

Table 20. Summary of high-level user requirements for HELMET

Application

RAIL

Operational Safety Accuracy
scenario
Integrity (2*sigma)

Alert
Limit
(AL)

Time to
Alert Availability Security
(TTA)

1.785 m
generally across
<1m
track;
across
AL ~
Very
Track
track;
5*sigma from 10
high (SIL
identification
more
for GNSS s to 30 s
4)
precise
with
estimate
THR ~
0.7 m
1e-6/hr
assumed
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Very
high

Notes

Requirement
Code

Integrity of
vertical
position not
required;
7*sigma
(i.e. AL)
corresponds
to THR of
2.558e-12/
hr 1)

UR_001
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generally
<1m
along
Very
track;
high (SIL
more
4)
precise
estimate
0.7 m

1.7 m
along
track; AL
~
5*sigma
for GNSS
with
THR~1e6/hr

<1s

High

Very
high

UR_002

Cold
Movement
Detection

Very
high (SIL
4)

<2m
along
track

5m
along
track; AL
~
5*sigma
for GNSS
with
THR~1e6/hr

< 10 s

High

Very
high

UR_003

Automated
driving on
highway;
velocity
80-130
km/hr

Very
high
(ASIL D)

< 34 cm
lateral 2)

High

Very
high

UR_004

Odometry
calibration

RAIL

AUTO

< 1 s;
< 75 cm Timing
lateral accuracy
< 1 μs

Automated
driving on
Very
local roads;
high
velocity
(ASIL D)
60-90 km/ hr

< 20 cm
lateral 2)

< 1 s;
< 45 cm Timing
lateral accuracy
< 1 μs

High

Very
high

Automated
driving on
narrow and
Very
curved
high
roads;
(ASIL D)
velocity
20-60 km/ hr

< 9 cm
lateral 2)

< 1 s;
< 20 cm Timing
lateral accuracy
< 1 μs

High

Very
high

Integrity of
vertical
position
required to
confirm
road level
on multilevel
crossing

UR_005

UR_006

Note 1):
User requirements for safety integrity of most demanding railway safety critical applications (i.e.
Track identification, Odometry calibration, Cold movement detection) are sometimes expressed by
Alert Limit of 7*sigma, where Gaussian position error is assumed. The corresponding Tolerable
Hazard Rate / Probability of Failure (PF) can be estimated using Matlab cumulative distribution
function normcdf as
PF = 2* (1 - P) =2* ( 1 - normcdf(7,0,1) ) = 2.559730205575761e-12
It is evident that achievement of such very low probability is only valid under ideal normal error
distribution. In practice, a correlation among subsequent GNSS samples exists and the error
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distribution is not perfectly Gaussian. It would not be easy to justify the above assumptions for AL
of 7* sigma. Especially in tails of the Gaussian distribution. Moreover, it is not allowed to build a
safety function compliant with SIL 3 and SIL 4 as a single function (EN 50129). A combination of
diverse techniques must be used to exclude common causes of hazards. Fail-safety principle (e.g.
composite fail-safety) must be used. It is the reason why it is assumed in Table 20, that composite
fail-safety is applied and therefore less demanding requirements for Alert Limit and sigma are
needed, i.e. AL ~ 5* sigma in case of composite fail-safety, instead of AL ~ 7* sigma .
Note 2):
It is considered that car position in longitudinal direction could be determined by means of GNSS
technology and in lateral by means of other techniques, such as computer vision, etc. It would reduce
demanding requirements for GNSS.
Table 21 shows high level requirements for speed accuracy related to rail and automotive
applications.
Table 21. Summary of high-level user requirements for HELMET (speed accuracy)

Application

Requirement for speed accuracy

Requirement Code

RAIL

± 2 km/h for speed lower than 30 km/h, then increasing linearly up to ± 12
km/h at 500 km/h.

UR_007

AUTO

• The indicated speed must never be less than the actual speed, i.e. it
should not be possible to inadvertently speed because of an incorrect
speedometer reading.
• The indicated speed must not be more than 110 percent of the true
speed plus 4 km/h at specified test speeds. For example, at 80 km/h, the
indicated speed must be no more than 92 km/h.

UR_008
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Table 22. Summary of High-Level UAS/RPAS Requirements for HELMET

UAV Typical Flight Operation (No Specific
Mission)/Flight Phase

Accuracy
Horizontal
95%

Accuracy
Vertical 95%

Integrity

Time-to- Alert

Continuity

Availability
0.99 to
0.99999

En-route

3.7 km (2.0
NM)

N/A

1 – 1×10–7/h

5 min

1–1×10–4/h to 1–1×10–8/h

Arrival (Landing)

0.74 km (0.4
NM)

N/A

1 – 1×10–7/h

15 s

1–1×10–4/h to 1–1×10–8/h

Approach, Departure (Take-off)

220 m (720 ft)

N/A

1 – 1×10–7/h

10 s

1–1×10–4/h to 1–1×10–8/h

Field Approach Operations

16.0 m (52 ft)

20 m (66 ft)

1 – 2× 10–7
in any
approach

10 s

1 – 8× 10–6 per 15 s

6.0 m to 4.0 m

1 – 2× 10–7

0.99 to
0.99999
0.99 to
0.99999
0.99 to
0.99999

Requirement
Code

UR_009
UR_010
UR_011
UR_012
UR_013
UR_014

Precision Approach (PIT Station Approach)

SPECIFIC FLIGHT OPERATIONS (RAIL/AUTOMOTIVE)

16.0 m - 4m

6s

1 – 8× 10–6 per 15 s

0.99 to
0.99999

(20 ft to 13 ft)

in any
approach

ACCURACY
HOR

ACCURACY VER

INTEGRITY

TIME-TO-ALERT

CONTINUITY

AVAILABILITY

1 m /10m

1 m /10m

1 – 2× 10–7

1s (HOT)-6s (COLD)

1–1×10–4/h to 1–1×10–8/h

0.95-0.99

1m

1m

1 – 2× 10–7

1s (HOT)-6s(COLD)

1–1×10–4/h to 1–1×10–8/h

0.95-0.99

MONITORING MISSION (RAIL/AUTOMOTIVE)
Position/Navigation (Urban/Non-Urban)
GEO-Awareness
INSPECTION MISSION (RAIL/AUTOMOTIVE)
Position/Navigation (Urban/Non-Urban)
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1–1×10–4/h to 1–1×10–8/h

0.95-0.99

UR_015
UR_016
UR_017

GEO-Awareness

1m

1m

1 – 2× 10–7

10m / 30m

10m / 30m

1 – 2× 10–7

1m

1m

1 – 2× 10–7

1s (HOT)-6s(COLD)

1–1×10–4/h to 1–1×10–8/h

0.95 to 0.99

UR_018
UR_019
UR_020

0.95 to 0.99

UR_021

0.95-0.99

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT MISSION (RAIL/AUTOMOTIVE)
Position/Navigation (Urban/Non-Urban)
GEO-Awareness
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1–1×10–4/h to 1–1×10–8/h

5. CONCLUSIONS

It is evident from Table 20 that the most demanding user requirements regarding high-accuracy and
high-safety integrity position determination are imposed by the road sector for automated car driving,
where about 1 dm accuracy (2*sigma) and ASIL D for the position determination solution is necessary.
High availability is required because it has direct impact on car occupant’s safety.
High security should be guaranteed as well, since preservation of functional safety (RAMS) and data
confidentiality is required critical.
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6. APPENDIX
This appendix deals with considerations and analyses regarding: 1) Protection Level of velocity for
automated car driving, and 2) impact of car driving technical and control error (DTE), and navigation
and guidance system error (NSE) on Total System Error (TSE). It is intended to utilise these analyses
for system requirements specifications in the deliverable D2.3.

6.1 AUTO: PROTECTION LEVEL OF VEHICLE VELOCITY
Let us observe that, in addition to vehicle location, automated driving systems set and monitor the
vehicle real-time dynamics to guarantee the space necessary to safely stop the vehicle and avoid a
collision. In non cooperative scenarios, each vehicle will take into account its sensor data only.
Depending on the level of cooperative behaviour, in addition to the current state vehicles will also
share sensor data, intentions and manoeuvres.
Concerning dynamics, vehicle state will include position, velocity and, possibly, acceleration. Similar
situation arises in railway where train dynamics is continuously monitored in order to verify that
movement authorities are properly applied. However, in the rail context, information about train
speed is usually provided by the SIL-4 odometry function. Thus, no high integrity requirement has
been specified up to now with respect to velocity. The situation may be quite different for cars, since
the current technologies used for odometers and speedometers have not been designed to comply
with high safety requirements.

xC - xA
A

C

B
xB - xA

C
B

A

xover
xext
Figure 32. Overtaking geometry
To illustrate how relevant the speed information in autonomous driving is, let us consider the case
of the overtaking decision. In this case the safety key performance indicator is the Overtaking Risk,
defined as the probability that an incoming vehicle will occupy the overtaking lane.
Thus, with reference to Figure 32, to avoid a collision the longitudinal coordinate of the overtaking
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vehicle A at the end of the manoeuvre has to be less than the longitudinal coordinate of the incoming
vehicle C. To compute these values, position, velocity and applied acceleration for each vehicle
involved in the overtaking are required. In the following, for sake of compactness and simplicity, let
us assume that only vehicle A will uniformly accelerate while the other vehicles will proceed at
constant speed, and that, under the applied acceleration 𝑎𝐴 , the final velocity of A will not exceed
neither the speed limit nor the maximum speed supported by the vehicle.
Let tover be the duration of the overtaking manoeuvre. Its value can be computed observing that,
during this interval, the vehicle A has to travel a distance in excess with respect to vehicle B, equal
to the initial distance 𝐿 = 𝑥𝐵 − 𝑥𝐴 between vehicles A and B plus an additional safety margin
𝐿′𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 that includes both the safety distance and the incertitude on the length of vehicles, so that:
1
𝑎 𝑡2
2 𝐴 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟

+ 𝑣𝐴 𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 ≥ 𝑥𝐵 − 𝑥𝐴 + 𝑣𝐵 𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 + 𝐿′𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛

(A-1)

However, to comply with the Overtaking Risk constraint, the incertitude about the vehicle locations
and their speeds has to be accounted for, so that 𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 has to satisfy the condition
1
𝑎 𝑡2
2 𝐴 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟

+ (𝑣𝐴 − 𝑣𝐵 )𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 ≥ 𝑥𝐵 − 𝑥𝐴 + 𝐿′𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 + P𝐿Δ𝑥 + P𝐿Δ𝑣 𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 ,

(A-2)

where 𝑃𝐿∆𝑥 is the Protection Level on the difference of the longitudinal position of two vehicles, 𝑃𝐿∆𝑣
is the Protection Level on their velocity difference, 𝑣𝐴 and 𝑣𝐵 are the initial longitudinal speeds of A
and B respectively. Therefore, we obtain:
𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 = −

(𝑣𝐴 −𝑣𝐵 )−𝑃𝐿Δ𝑣
𝑎𝐴

1

+ 𝑎 √[(𝑣𝐴 − 𝑣𝐵 ) − 𝑃𝐿Δ𝑣 ]2 + 2𝑎𝐴 [(𝑥𝐵 − 𝑥𝐴 ) + 𝑃𝐿Δ𝑥 + 𝐿′𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 ] .
𝐴

(A-3)

Then, based on the above hypotheses on the vehicle dynamics, the location of vehicle A at the end
of the manoeuvre is incremented by the distance 𝑑𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 travelled by vehicle A, that is
1

2
𝑥𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 = 2 𝑎𝐴 𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟
+ 𝑣𝐴 𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 + 𝑥𝐴 ,

while the location of vehicle C will be
𝑥𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 𝑥𝐶 − 𝑣𝐶 𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 .
Therefore, the collision avoidance condition specifies as follows
1
𝑎 𝑡2
2 𝐴 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟

+ (𝑣𝐴 + 𝑣𝐶 )𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 + 𝑃𝐿∆𝑥 + 𝑃𝐿∆𝑣 𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 +𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 < 𝑥𝐶 − 𝑥𝐴 ,

(A-4)

(A-5)
(A-6)

where 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 is similar to 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 . Thus, to properly handle the Overtaking Risk in addition to the
protection Level related to position, the Protection Level related to velocity is required.
A more conservative logic can include the effects of the maximum acceleration 𝑎𝐶𝑀𝑎𝑥 that vehicle C
can sustain, so that
1

2
𝑥𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 𝑥𝐶 − 𝑣𝐶 𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 − 2 𝑎𝐶𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟
.

(A-7)

In that case the collision avoidance condition modifies as follows
1
(𝑎𝐴
2

2
+ 𝑎𝐶𝑀𝑎𝑥 )𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟
+ (𝑣𝐴 + 𝑣𝐶 )𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 + 𝑃𝐿∆𝑥 + 𝑃𝐿∆𝑣 𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 +𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 < 𝑥𝐶 − 𝑥𝐴 .

(A-8)

When Gaussian overbounding applies, protection levels can be set as follows:
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𝑃𝐿∆𝑣 = 𝑘∆𝑣 𝜎∆𝑣 .

(A-11)
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In this case the collision avoidance conditions are modified as follows:
𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 = −
1
(𝑎𝐴
2

(𝑣𝐴 −𝑣𝐵 )−𝑃𝐿Δ𝑣
𝑎𝐴

2
+ 𝑎𝐶𝑀𝑎𝑥 )𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟

1

+ 𝑎 √[(𝑣𝐴 − 𝑣𝐵 ) − 𝑘∆𝑣 𝜎∆𝑣 ]2 + 2𝑎𝐴 [(𝑥𝐵 − 𝑥𝐴 ) + 𝑘∆𝑥 𝜎∆𝑥 + 𝐿′𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 ] . (A-12)
𝐴

+ (𝑣𝐴 + 𝑣𝐶 )𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 + 𝑘∆𝑥 𝜎∆𝑥 + 𝑘∆𝑣 𝜎∆𝑣 𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 +𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 < 𝑥𝐶 − 𝑥𝐴 .

(A-13)

Thus, the On Board Unit has to monitor the integrity of the vehicle speed and has to compute the
corresponding PLs.

6.2 AUTO: TOTAL SYSTEM ERROR
The main operational requirements (e.g., safety risk) relates to the total (self-driving car) system
error and not only to the navigation system. Following a similar approach as it is done in aviation,
we can consider initially two different errors that contribute to the Total System Error (TSE):
1. The navigation and guidance system error (NSE) (i.e., the ability of the vehicle to know its
own position and determine where it should go) and
2. The driving technical and control error (DTE) (i.e., the capacity of the vehicle to maintain
the desired trajectory).
Assuming that NSE and DTE are stochastically independent, the standard deviation of the TSE
can be expressed as:
2
2
𝜎𝑇𝑆𝐸 = √𝜎𝐷𝑇𝐸
+ 𝜎𝑁𝑆𝐸

As a first example, let’s consider that two cars are driving in parallel lanes at the same speed and
next to each other. Both cars have the intention (e.g., the plan) to maintain this situation. The crash
between the two cars will occur if the worst case sum of the TSE are larger than the lane width minus
the sum of half of the width of each car. Figure 33 depicts this scenario.

Figure 33 Distance to Crash
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Considering this worst-case error situation and assuming conservatively that each car had the same
responsibility in invading the other’s lane, we can conclude that in order to maintain a safe driving
function, each of the cars must try to stay centered as a nominal lateral position on their respective
lanes with a “total system error” that is less than half the width of the lane minus half their respective
car width. This can be expressed in the following way:
𝑘𝜎
⏟ 𝑇𝑆𝐸 ≤
𝑇𝑆𝐸

𝑊𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝑊𝑣𝑒ℎ
−
2
2

Where 𝑊𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 and 𝑊𝑣𝑒ℎ are the width of the road lane and vehicle respectively, 𝜎𝑇𝑆𝐸 is the standard
deviation of the TSE and the multiplier k is obtained related to the allocated risk for the operation. In
this case it is considered 3e-8 / hour/ car.
Note: The example above can be generalized for other operations by considering that the cars need
to follow a certain path that is either predefined or updated online as a result of a decision process
(i.e., path planning). This path planning process might be also imperfect, it might also depend on
some external input about the traffic situation, the position of other vehicles and so on, but in any
case it has to be determined how it contributes to the Total system error. In order to keep things
simpler, we neglect it for the moment and it will be revisited.
Obtaining values for the DTE is challenging, they highly depend on the vehicle itself, the conditions
of the road and the dynamics of the vehicle apart from the specific controller that is implemented. In
[19], for the lane keeping scenario (the one in our example), the authors report simulations for a very
slippery road a worst case lateral error of 28 cm. Since it is difficult also to know the exact distribution
of DTE, we will consider that there is a certain worst case value for the current scenario that we can
use. The NSE can be therefore expressed now as:
𝑁𝑆𝐸 ≤

𝑊𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝑊𝑣𝑒ℎ
−
− 𝐷𝑇𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥
2
2

This expression gives us a straight forward relationship for computing the navigation Alert limit (when
the inequality becomes equality) as a function of the road lane width, the vehicle width and the
maximum driving technical and control error expected.
Integrity allocation can be made equally to NSE and DTE since no available information can be found
at the moment to allow a more specific share of the budget. With this information, in the nominal
navigation case, the previous equation can be used to obtain the standard deviation of the navigation
error that would impose the accuracy requirement:
𝑘1 𝜎𝑎𝑐𝑐 ≤

𝑊𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝑊𝑣𝑒ℎ
−
− 𝐷𝑇𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥
2
2

Where 𝑘1 is the Gaussian multiplier based on the allocated risk to the NSE, which is 1.5e-8, and
therefore 𝑘1 = 5.66. Navigation accuracy is obtained as
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = 𝑘2 𝜎𝑎𝑐𝑐
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With 𝑘2 =2 (95% of the distribution).
Note that the navigation errors, even in the nominal situation may not have a Gaussian distribution.
This is however a reference tool that it is commonly used to assess the operational requirements.
In the following, let us study the sensitivity of the accuracy requirement for different values of lane
width, vehicle width and DTE.

Figure 34 Sensitivity with respect to vehicle width (Lane
width used 2.7 m)
Note that for some cases this might not be possible
(below 0), but those cases might be unrealistic. E.g. a
truck won’t be allowed in a 2.7 lane width road or the
DTE error in 2.7m lane width might be smaller due to
limited speed.

Figure 35 Sensitivity with respect to lane width (vehicle
width used 1.72 m)

Figure 36 Accuracy Sensitivity with respect to lane width
(IR=1.5e-8)

Figure 37 Accuracy Sensitivity with respect to vehicle
width (IR=1.5e-8)
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Figure 38 Accuracy Sensitivity with respect to lane
width (DTE = 0.1 m)

Figure 39 Accuracy Sensitivity with respect to vehicle
width (DTE = 0.1 m)
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